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Abstract

This dissertation proposes different methodologies, with their associated models,

to customize the architectural design of Application-Specific Networks-on-Chip

(ASNoC). Specifically, system-level evaluation models are presented and architecture

generation methodologies are built on them to allow the designer to generate the

most efficient architecture for a given NoC-based application. Our system-level

methodologies enable the designer to discover any flaws early during the design process

and to quickly investigate the effect of various design choices on the resultant NoC

cost and performance. In this dissertation, we have four main contributions.

In our first contribution, we propose power and reliability evaluation models.

The two models are proposed at the system-level to allow for a quick evaluation of
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different design decisions. The power model captures the power consumption in NoC

routers and links, whereas the reliability one models the probability of the packets

being affected by on-chip noise sources.

In our second contribution, we propose a cost-efficient architecture generation

methodology for NoC based on network partitioning techniques. Our methodology

partially customizes the on-chip network architecture with respect to two cost metrics:

power and area. The partitioning technique is formulated using NoC terminology

based on the Fiduccia-Mattheyses graph partitioning algorithm. Our partitioning

scheme is compared to other partitioning techniques and is found to be the most

efficient one for NoC. We further analyze the effect of using network partitioning

on NoC power, area, and delay. From this analysis, the area reduction is proved to

be guaranteed using network partitioning. Moreover, power and delay efficiencies of

using network partitioning with NoC are formulated mathematically. Experimental

results show that the proposed methodology is an efficient way to reduce power and

area costs of NoC with respect to both standard and previous custom architecture

generation techniques.

In our third contribution, we propose a multi-objective Genetic Algorithm

(GA)-based optimization methodology for NoC full-custom architectures. For any

application, the designer could control the optimization process through different

optimization weight factors. Our methodology is evaluated by applying it to different

NoC benchmark applications, as case studies. Results show that the architectures

generated by our methodology outperform those generated by other techniques with

respect to power, area, delay, reliability, and the combination of the four metrics.

Finally, the running time of our methodology is an order of magnitude faster than

that of previous architecture optimization techniques.

In our fourth contribution, we propose a multi-objective GA-based methodology

to optimize the use of standard architectures, which were previously presented in
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computer network, with NoC. Our methodology combines the best selection of NoC

standard architecture and the optimum mapping of application cores onto that

architecture. The methodology is further used to carry out an application-specific

mapping-oriented evaluation of different NoC standard architectures. Experimental

results show that the mapping achieved by our methodology outperforms those

generated by previous mapping techniques with respect to power, area, delay,

reliability, and the combination of the four metrics.

This research work aims at quickly validating various design decisions by

proposing system-level power and reliability evaluation models. Moreover, in this

dissertation, we present three application-specific methodologies to customize the

three main categories of architectures that are currently used in implementing on-chip

networks; namely, semi-custom, full-custom, and standard architectures, respectively.

Our methodologies consider different NoC metrics: power, area, delay, and reliability,

simultaneously. We believe that our proposed methodologies bridge an open gap in

NoC research by matching the on-chip network architecture to the characteristics and

the rapidly growing requirements of modern NoC applications.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Networks-on-chip (NoC) proposed in the new millennium as an efficient way to handle

the communication requirements of modern multicore systems. The underlying

architecture of these on-chip networks constitutes the main factor that controls the

overall system performance. Customizing this architecture with respect to the target

application requirements is a first-class objective to reduce the overall system cost

and to enhance its performance. This dissertation presents different methodologies

to carry out this application-specific customization process.

1.1 Networks-on-Chip

Recent advances in fabrication technologies enabled design engineers to integrate an

impressive number of components like microprocessors, memories, and interfaces on a

single chip. Ordinary shared buses were no longer able to handle the communication

among this large number of components. Therefore, to facilitate the design procedure

and to reduce the time-to-market, researchers advocated that one solution is to

separate between computation and communication architectures [1]. NoC was

proposed as an effective paradigm to make this separation [2, 3].
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Figure 1.1 gives an example of a 3x3 mesh NoC. The figure shows that each

NoC contains three fundamental components: links, routers, and Network Interfaces

(NIs). Links are the channels that connect between nodes with specific bandwidths.

Routers implement the routing scheme and route the traffic according to the employed

protocol. NIs provide the suitable interface between the Intellectual Property (IP)1

cores and the NoC. At the sending end, the NI divides packets into smaller flow

control units (flits) that could be transferred in a single clock cycle. These flits are

encapsulated into packets again by the NI at the receiving end. NIs are usually

embedded into the IPs or the routers.

IP IP IP

IP IP IP

IP IP IP

Intellectual Property (IP) core

Network Interface (NI)

Router  

Link

R

R

RRR

R

RR

R

Figure 1.1: An NoC example. (IP cores are not parts of the network.)

1.2 Application-Specific Networks-on-Chip

NoCs are either general-purpose or application-specific. Application-Specific Networks-

on-Chips (ASNoCs) differ from general-purpose ones in two main aspects [5]. First,

their communication patterns could be statically analyzed and, therefore, the on-chip

1A parameterizable core that can be used in System-on-Chip (SoC) design implementation. It
might be soft macro, firm macro, or hard macro [4].
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network could be customized according to the application behavior. Second, design

objectives for ASNoCs vary from those of general-purpose NoCs. Furthermore, design

requirements vary from one application domain to another. For example, multimedia

applications require high bandwidth, real-time systems require guaranteed delay, and

portable devices require low power consumption. Accordingly, for ASNoCs, the

design of the on-chip networks2 should be customized to comply with application

requirements. In this dissertation, we target these ASNoCs. More precisely, we aim

at customizing the design of the on-chip network architecture to comply with the

application requirements. The work presented in this dissertation tries actually to

solve a typical trade-off that exists in any electronic design between performance and

cost.

Network architecture is a widely used term that spans from the physical structure

through the protocol suite to the services delivered by the network. However, in this

dissertation, the term network architecture, as defined in [6], is used to indicate

the structural relations between cores and routers that constitute the network and

to specify the topology and the physical organization of the network. Consequently,

ASNoC architecture are currently implemented as one of three main categories. These

are standard, semi-custom, and full-custom architectures. Figure 1.2 gives an example

on each of these categories. Standard architectures are those previously defined and

used in computer networks and multiprocessor systems, like mesh, torus, ring, etc.

For example, Figure 1.2(a) gives a sample standard architecture of a 4×4 mesh. Semi-

custom architectures are those slightly customized to enhance certain ASNoC metrics.

This partial customization could be done quickly and straightforwardly; however, it

does not guarantee the best level of performance. Semi-custom architectures are

currently realized by slightly modifying standard architectures or by combining more

than one standard architecture. For example, Figure 1.2(b) gives a sample semi-

2On-chip networks and NoCs are used interchangeably in this dissertation.
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custom architecture of mesh and ring sub-networks connected together. Full-custom

architecture are those completely optimized for one or more ASNoC metrics. It

guarantees the best possible cost or performance with respect to the metric for which

optimization is carried out. For example, Figure 1.2(c) gives a sample full-custom

architecture for a 16 node application. Finally, this dissertation targets these three

categories of ASNoC architectures by proposing a generation methodology of each

one of them.

(a) Standard (b) Semi-custom (c) Full-custom

Borrowed from
computer network
(no enhancement) 

Slightly customized
(partial enhancement) 

Completely optimized
(full enhancement) 

Figure 1.2: Examples on different categories of ASNoC architectures for a 16-core
application. (Routers are represented by white circles, whereas cores are represented
by dark squares.)
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1.3 Problem Statement

NoC is an emerging research area that still has several research problems that need to

be addressed [7]. NoCs differ from computer networks in many aspects. NoCs have

shorter communication delay and limited silicon area. The power budget constitutes

another important constraint of any NoC-based design. Moreover, by increasing

the number of cores in modern SoCs, the noise and interference between these cores

become significant parameters that pose many new reliability-aware design challenges.

All these aspects put more constraints on the design of NoC-based systems and require

different approaches to overcome the design challenges [8,9]. Targeting an application-

specific design approach poses novel and exciting challenges to researchers. The

designers of these ASNoCs have to make several application-specific decisions. These

decisions usually trade off many conflicting design choices regarding architecture

customization, core mapping, router design, traffic modeling, etc.

Our work targets some of the above mentioned ASNoC issues. In this

dissertation, we try to simultaneously reduce the costs and improve the performance

of ASNoC-based systems by customizing the design of the underlying architecture to

match the target application. Furthermore, we want to define models to evaluate

different NoC designs. More precisely, the dissertation aims at addressing the

following problem: “Given an ASNoC-based application with both its functional and

timing specifications, what is the effect of changing the on-chip network architecture

on the overall system cost and performance, and how, based on this analysis, we could

model, synthesize, evaluate the performance, and optimally design the underlying on-

chip network”. To achieve this goal, we have to address the following accompanying

problems:

1. Evaluation models are needed: ASNoCs still face a problem in evaluating
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the cost and the performance of any proposed design. Most of the models

that are used in testing and evaluating ASNoC-based designs are originally

related to traditional computer networks and multiprocessor systems. Because

of the substantially different behavior of ASNoC-based systems, this leads to

inaccurate evaluation of tested designs. Therefore, researchers started recently

to propose ASNoC-oriented cost and performance evaluation models. However,

system-level models that take into account the nature of ASNoC applications

and allow for quick generation and evaluation of different ASNoC architectures

still need to be addressed. Power consumption and silicon area are the

main cost metrics, whereas delay and reliability constitute the most important

performance metrics. Consequently, ASNoC-oriented models for each of these

metrics are of great importance to ASNoC research community.

2. Methodologies for application-specific architecture customization are

needed: The hypothesis behind ASNoC is to customize the design of the on-

chip network to comply with the application requirements. The cost and the

performance of an ASNoC depend primarily on its architecture [5]. Standard,

semi-custom, and full-custom architectures are currently in use with ASNoCs.

Therefore, it is required to carefully design these three categories of architectures

to meet the application requirements and the design constraints. According

to the target application, the most desirable requirements for ASNoC-based

systems are low power consumption, low silicon area, low or guaranteed delay,

and high reliability. As a result, for each category of ASNoC architectures,

there is a real need for architecture generation methodologies to allow the on-

chip network to conform to one or more of these requirements.

3. Efficient core mapping techniques are needed: Mapping application

cores onto an architecture states how these cores are physically connected to
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each other. Therefore, it constitutes a vital step in any ASNoC-based design.

Core mapping is tightly related to the architecture customization and both are

usually done simultaneously. The large variation of the inter-core traffic and

the heterogeneous nature of computing resources in ASNoC-based systems has

posed many challenges in choosing the most suitable mapping for a specific

application. Therefore, application-specific methodologies should be presented

to efficiently map the application cores onto the customized network architecture

in order to meet certain cost and performance requirements.

1.4 Motivation

The application-specific approach proved itself as a promising solution to address

the matching problem between the application requirements and the on-chip network

design [10]. However, many issues still need to be addressed. Previous work in this

area addressed the ASNoC-based designs on a by-case basis. Consequently, there is a

demanding need for efficient ASNoC design methodologies with elaborate evaluation

models to fulfill the ever-increasing communication demands of modern large-scale

SoC-based systems. This dissertation focuses on the development of these efficient,

application-specific on-chip networks needed by future multi-billion-transistor SoC

designs. In this dissertation, we present evaluation models and novel architecture

customization/optimization methodologies that simultaneously help improving the

performance and reducing the cost of any ASNoC-based system significantly.

1.5 Contributions

As explained in Section 1.2, ASNoCs could be realized by standard, semi-custom,

or full-custom architectures. For each of these three categories, it is required to
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customize the underlying on-chip network architecture to comply with the application

in-hand requirements. This emphasizes the need for application-specific architecture

customization and optimization methodologies. Moreover, it requires proposing

ASNoC-oriented cost and performance models to evaluate different architectures.

System-level modeling allows for carrying out this evaluation quickly and early during

the design process. Accordingly, this dissertation addresses this application-specific

architecture generation problem. The main contributions of this dissertation could

be summarized as follows:

First, we propose two evaluation models for ASNoC. More precisely, we present

system-level power and reliability models. The former is an analytical model that

evaluates the power consumption in routers and links of any on-chip network,

whereas the latter is a probabilistic one that captures the probability of sending

the application packets successfully in the presence of noise. The two models

are technology dependent as they are using some parameters from the employed

fabrication technology. The power model has been published in brief in [11] and in

full in [12]. Whereas, the reliability model has been published in brief in [13] and in

full in [14].

Second, we present a cost-efficient generation methodology for ASNoC semi-

custom architectures. The methodology is based on network partitioning techniques

and considers the two cost metrics: power and area. The partitioning problem itself

is formulated using NoC terminology according to the famous Fiduccia-Mattheyses

(FM) algorithm [15]. The methodology is then evaluated through different case

studies and is found to generate semi-custom ASNoC architectures that outperform

those of previous techniques with respect to both power and area. This work has

been published in brief in [16–18] and is submitted for publication in full in [19].

Third, we present an optimization methodology for ASNoC full-custom archi-

tectures. The methodology uses Genetic Algorithms (GA) with binary chromosome
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representation and is a multi-objective one that considers four NoC metrics: power,

area, delay, and reliability. Moreover, it combines both architecture generation and

application core mapping. The methodology is then evaluated and compared to other

architecture generation techniques using four real ASNoC benchmark applications.

Results show that the architecture generated by our methodology has lower cost and

better performance than those generated by previous generation techniques. This

work has been published in brief in [20,21] and in full in [22].

Fourth, we present an optimization methodology for ASNoC standard architec-

tures. Similar to the full-custom generation methodology, our standard architecture

optimization one uses GA, but with integer chromosome representation, and is

a multi-objective one that considers the same four metrics: power, area, delay,

and reliability. The methodology combines standard architecture selection and

optimum mapping of application cores onto this architecture. Based on the optimum

mapping of our methodology, we present fair cost and performance evaluations of

different ASNoC standard architectures. Our methodology is evaluated and compared

with previous standard architecture customization techniques for different ASNoC

benchmark applications. Results show that the proposed methodology is more

efficient than previous standard architectures customization techniques with respect

to all the four metrics mentioned above. This work has been published in brief

in [23,24] and is submitted for publication in full in [25].

1.6 Dissertation Organization

This dissertation is organized as follows:

Chapter 2 reviews the related work. It starts by surveying previous NoC cost

and performance evaluation models. The chapter then discusses network partitioning

techniques and their use with on-chip networks. It quickly reviews GA as one of the
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bio-inspired optimization techniques. Finally, the chapter surveys the work done for

ASNoC architecture realization3. This covers in details the three main categories of

ASNoC architectures: standard, semi-custom, and full-custom.

Chapter 3 proposes NoC power and reliability models. Terms and parameters

related to both models are presented and discussed in details through this chapter.

Chapter 4 proposes a cost-efficient semi-custom architecture generation method-

ology. The formulation of the partitioning problem is presented with an analysis of

the effect of partitioning on ASNoC cost and performance. The chapter concludes

with an evaluation of the methodology and a comparison with previous architecture

generation techniques.

Chapter 5 proposes a full-custom architecture optimization methodology. The

GA representation of the problem is discussed in details. Different architectures

generated by our methodology are then presented. The chapter concludes by

comparing the architectures generated by our methodology with those generated by

previous architecture generation techniques.

Chapter 6 proposes a standard architecture optimization methodology. The

GA representation of the problem is discussed in details. The methodology is then

used to evaluate and compare the cost and the performance of different standard

architectures. Thereafter, our mapping technique is evaluated by comparison with

previous standard architecture mapping techniques.

Chapter 7 summarizes this dissertation, states our contributions, and suggests

directions for future research.

3architecture realization and architecture generation are used interchangeably in this dissertation.
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Chapter 2

Literature Review

This chapter presents a review of the literature related to the work presented in this

dissertation. We aim mainly at providing a state-of-the-art survey for different topics

related to our research. Therefore, this chapter summarizes the work done by different

NoC research groups not only before our work but in parallel to it as well.

This chapter is organized as follows. Section 2.1 gives an introduction about the

evolution of SoC communication from the ordinary shared buses to NoCs. Sections 2.2

reviews different models that are used in evaluating NoC power consumption, area,

delay, and reliability, respectively. Section 2.3 discusses the most common network

partitioning techniques and the use of these techniques for ASNoC customization.

Section 2.4 gives a quick introduction of GA as one of the bio-inspired optimization

techniques. Section 2.5 surveys the work done in customizing on-chip network

architectures according to application requirements. This includes the three main

categories of ASNoC architectures: standard, semi-custom, and full-custom. Finally,

Section 2.6 summarizes the chapter.
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2.1 Introduction

NoC emerged in the new millennium as an efficient on-chip communication paradigm

due to the change in two technological aspects. The first aspect is the evolution of

the Integrated Circuit (IC) technology which enables the designer to integrate many

computational engines like microprocessors, memories, and interfaces in one chip.

This large number of computational resources requires an efficient communication.

The efficiency of this communication becomes the key element that determines the

overall system performance. The second aspect is the shrinking in the size of these

computational resources as a result of the Deep Sub-Micron (DSM) technology.

The direct impact of this shrinking is that the interconnection delay overrides the

computational delay [26]. Accordingly, the efficiency of the on-chip interconnection

becomes more and more the dominant factor in determining the overall system

performance [6].

To handle the on-chip communication problems, many researchers believed that

the solution is to mimic computer network communication. This approach is not

only capable of dealing with complex systems, but also it provides reliable services.

Although the first prototype of networked integrated multiprocessor system was

proposed in 1986 [27], it was not until the beginning of this century that NoC

became a hot research and development area. This is because of the increased

complexity of modern applications and the new technological trends in the last few

years. Consequently, researchers try to adjust networking techniques to suite the

nature of integrated circuits. On-chip networks should be simple, fast, effective

and energy-saving. In [28], L. Benini and D. Bertozzi surveyed the evolution of

SoC communication from the ordinary shared buses to the fast-growing and widely-

accepted NoC approach.

The most famous NoCs that are already implemented were ÆTHEREAL [29],
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SONICS [30], MANGO [31], PROTEO [32], NOSTRUM [33], XPIPES [34], SPIN [35],

CHAIN [36], and ASOC [37,38]. In [39], T. Bjerregaard and K. mahadevan surveyed

the architectures of these NoCs as well as other NoC-related aspects. Finally,

NoC problems, emerging challenges, hot research areas, and future directions were

discussed in [7, 9, 40–42].

2.2 NoC Evaluation Models

This section reviews the work done by different research groups in NoC modeling.

The metrics considered in this dissertation, power, area, delay, and reliability are

surveyed in details. As we employ area and delay models from the literature, they are

highlighted in this section. However, they are discussed in more details in Chapter 3.

2.2.1 Power Models

The research on different power-related topics lies on the heart of NoC research.

Most of NoC applications are power-hungry. Therefore, power modeling [43], power

reduction techniques [44, 45], and power-aware design methodologies [46] took much

of the efforts of NoC researchers. On-chip networks consume power in their routers

and links. Therefore, a power analysis of different types of NoC routers was carried

out in [47]. Similar analysis of different NoC wiring styles was presented in [48].

Moreover, for NoC links, circuit-level power models were proposed in [43, 45, 49] for

both local IP-to-router and global router-to-router interconnects. Finally, different

power models for NoC routers were also presented in [43,50,51].

Before starting our research work, power models for the whole on-chip network

could be classified into two main categories: regression [43, 50, 52–54] and bit-energy

models [48, 55–58]. The former modeled the power consumption using fitting factors

that were obtained by linear or other regression methods, whereas the latter assumed
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that the energy required to transfer a single bit through the network is known, a

priori. The main problem with these models was how to find the fitting factors or the

single bit energy. The first technique used to find them was through estimation, which

was proved to be inaccurate [50]. The second technique required either simulating or

implementing the application onto different architectures. The long time associated

with either simulation or implementation made this method practically less attractive.

Therefore, what was really needed is a system-level power model for the whole on-chip

network that could be used in a high abstraction level to quickly evaluate different

NoC designs. In this dissertation, we propose a system-level power model that allows

for an early design space exploration. Our model is discussed in details in Section 3.3.

In the last few years, reducing the power consumption of on-chip networks proved

itself as the most important design objective for NoC-based systems. Therefore, in

parallel to our research work, power-related topics attracted more attention from

the NoC research and design communities. For example, the effects of buffer

allocation schemes, source and load impedances, and packet blocking time on the

NoC power consumption were analyzed in [59], [60], and [61], respectively. Moreover,

a Markovian power models for 2D torus NoC was presented in [61]. For system-

level power modeling, although we were from the early research groups to present a

system-level power model for NoC in [11,12], many other models appeared during the

last two years. This emphasizes the importance of system-level power modeling for

NoC research. For example, an analytical system-level power model was presented

in [62], enhanced in [63], and further enhanced in [64]. A tool, ORION 2.0, for an

early system-level power estimation was built on this model. Moreover, another tool,

McPAT, based on a similar system-level power model was presented in [65]. Finally,

different power models, including our model, were compared in [66].
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2.2.2 Area Models

NoC area consists of the area of its links and routers. On one hand, link area

evaluation of different on-chip communication infrastructures was presented in [67].

More precisely, analytical models for the link area of shared-bas, segmented-bus, 2D

mesh NoC, and point-to-point architectures were proposed. These models quantified

the area advantages of NoC over other communication infrastructures. However, the

presented NoC area model did not consider the router area and was only restricted to

2D mesh architecture. On the other hand, the effect of the buffer size on NoC router

area for different router configurations was analyzed in [68]. That analysis showed

a linear dependency of the router area on the buffer size. Consequently, router area

model was presented in [50], which abstracted the router area as the summation

of the areas of the output buffers, the input buffers, the arbitration logic, and the

crossbar. The model was based on fitting factors that took too long to calculate:

24 hours according to the authors. Moreover, the evaluation of the model showed

an area inaccuracy of up to 22%, which is a very significant ratio that prevented

the model from being used for accurate area evaluation. Finally, similar models that

abstracted the router area for Chip MuliProcessors (CMPs) as the summation of the

input module, output module, and the corssobar without the need for any fitting

factors was presented in [69].

Accurate area calculation methodology for 2D NoC was presented in [70] by

summing up the silicon areas from the floorplanner after implementing the design.

The same methodology was used with 3D NoC in [71]. Despite the accuracy of

this methodology, it required implementing all the architectures to be evaluated.

Therefore, it could not be used early in the design process for a quick system-level

design space exploration. Accordingly, a system-level model was presented in [72] for

buffered interconnect. Although that link model was an accurate one and it allowed
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for early design space exploration, it lacked the modeling of NoC routers. Finally, an

accurate analytical NoC area model was presented and evaluated in [62]. The model

was further enhanced in [63]. A tool, ORION 2.0 [62], was built on this model that

calculate the NoC area by summing up the silicon area starting from the gate level.

It is worth mentioning that a similar router area model as the one presented in [62]

was proposed and a tool, McPAT, was built on it by another research group in [65].

This model is a system-level one and allows for an early design space exploration.

Therefore, we employ it for our area evaluation throughout this dissertation. More

details about the model is presented in Section 3.4.

2.2.3 Delay Models

Packets suffer three kinds of delays in their ways from source nodes to destination

nodes. These are the arbitration and propagation delays through routers, the

propagation delay through links, and the serialization, or packetization, delay through

NIs. Accordingly, NoC delay models are either end-to-end models or NI-to-NI ones.

The former considers the above mentioned three kinds of delays, whereas the latter

includes only the delays through routers and links. First, for router delay modeling,

a Markovian-based model was presented in [73] and a queuing theory-based model

with Quality of Service (QoS) assurance was presented in [74]. Second, for link delay

modeling, a circuit-level analysis of the effect of source and load impedances on link

delay was presented in [60]. An analytical link model was presented in [72] for buffered

interconnect. Third, for NI-to-NI delay modeling, many analytical models were

presented in [10,75] and an iterative methodology to calculate the delay of 3D NoCs

was presented in [76]. Fourth, for end-to-end delay modeling, a network calculus-

based model was presented in [77], an analytical model with arbitrary buffer allocation

schemes was presented in [59], a systemC Transaction Level Model (TLM) was
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presented in [78,79], and a transaction-based model for the master/slave handshaking

process was presented in [80].

Most of the above mentioned delay models were proposed for 2D mesh archi-

tectures [10, 58, 59, 73–75, 77–79]. Nonetheless, some of them could be extended to

different NoC architectures. However, the main problem for most of these models

was the assumption that router and link delays for a unit flit were known, a priori.

Consequently, a general end-to-end delay model for both 2D and 3D architectures was

presented in [81]. Furthermore, this model presented analytical equations to calculate

the router and link delays for a unit flit based on the targeted fabrication technology.

It is also a system-level model that could be used for early design space exploration.

Accordingly, we employ it for our delay evaluation throughout this dissertation. More

details about the model is presented in Section 3.5.

2.2.4 Reliability Models

In recent years, NoC reliability became a hot research area because of the low voltage

swing and the many on-chip noise sources of the modern DSM technology. In the

literature, reliability was usually achieved by some form of fault-tolerance, which

enables the network to overcome any fault, or error, in its components without a

disruption of the network operation [82]. Therefore, the use of different error control

schemes with NoC were presented and analyzed in [56, 83]. Moreover, different on-

chip faults associated with new fabrication technologies were classified and analyzed

in [56,84]. In general, on-chip faults were categorized into two main groups; namely,

hard and soft faults. Hard faults are permanent, like stuck at fault, whereas, soft

faults are transient, like crosstalk. Consequently, a high-level permanent fault model

for NoC switches was presented in [85]. Furthermore, an analytical reliability model

for 2D mesh, which considered only permanent faults, was presented in [86].
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Soft faults caused by the increased internal noises in modern DSM technology

were shown to be the dominant source of on-chip faults in [6]. In the context of on-

chip networks, these soft faults were represented so far by the Bit Error Rate (BER)

model [87]. Moreover, for this BER model, the Gaussian distribution was used to

represent the on-chip noise sources associated with these soft faults [88]. Accordingly,

for different error control schemes, Gaussian BER reliability models for a single on-

chip link was presented in [89]. However, to the best of our knowledge, there is no

research work presented so far, with respect to soft faults, that modeled the reliability

of the whole network on the system-level. Therefore, in this dissertation, we aim at

filling this open gap in NoC research by presenting a system-level model that could

be used in early design stages to evaluate the overall on-chip network reliability.

In parallel to our research work, many reliability-related work was presented

by different research groups. For example, many adaptive fault-tolerant routing

schemes were presented in [90,91], a router designing methodology to handle different

hard and soft faults was proposed in [92], a self-corrected coding scheme for reliable

interconnection NoC was presented in [45], an HSPICE-based simulation was carried

out in [93] to evaluate the reliability of different wave pipelined interconnects with

constant BERs, a NoC simulator that employed the BER model to evaluate the impact

of different error control schemes on NoC power and performance was presented

in [94], and an implementation of fault-tolerant vertical links for 3D NoCs was

presented in [95]. To the best of our knowledge, there is no research work that

has been published yet that models the overall NoC reliability mathematically in the

system-level to allow for an early design space exploration. Therefore, the reliability

model presented in this dissertation should be of great importance to the NoC research

community. Our reliability model is discussed in details in Section 3.6.
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2.2.5 Overall Summary of NoC Evaluation Models

This subsection concludes our review of the work done by different research groups

with respect to NoC evaluation models. We summarize the major models presented

till now to evaluate the four NoC metrics considered in this dissertation. In a chronic

order, Table 2.1 represents this summary in a more concise form. Furthermore, the

network architectures or components targeted by these models are also included.

The table first emphasizes that power consumption modeling had most of the efforts

exerted by different research groups. It also shows that NoC reliability modeling is

still a virgin area that requires lots of research efforts.

2.3 Employment of Network Partitioning Techniques with

NoCs

Network partitioning techniques are widely used in many fields, such as parallel

computing, power system analysis, and Very Large Scale Integration (VLSI) design to

divide a large network into smaller partitions [96, 97]. These techniques could divide

the network into exactly two subnets, two-way partitioning [98], or more than two

subnets, multiple-way partitioning [99,100]. In the literature, the network partitioning

problem was usually presented as a graph partitioning one. Such a graph consisted

of a set of vertices, representing the nodes, and a set of weighted edges, representing

the communications between these nodes. However, this graph partitioning problem

was known to be an NP hard one [101]. Therefore, many heuristics and optimization-

based techniques were proposed to solve it. For example, an Artificial Intelligence

(AI)-based method was used in [102], stochastic-based method was used in [103], the

geometric information of the graph was used in the inertial method in [104], and the

eigenvectors of the Laplacian matrix was used in the spectral method in [105].
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Table 2.1: Summary of the work done by different research groups for NoC modeling.
(P: Power, A: Area, D: Delay, and R: Reliability.)
Year, Network or Metric Main research objective
[Ref.] component P A D R
2002, [55] Routers only X Analysis of the power consumption of different

switch fabrics
2003, [57] 2D mesh X Power-aware mapping technique
2004, [52] STBus X Regression power modeling
2004, [67] QNoC X X Power and area analysis of shared-bus,

segmented-bus, point-to-point, and NoC
2005, [87] Links only X Scheme for designing self calibrating NoCs
2005, [58] 2D mesh X Power and timing-aware mapping technique
2005, [56] 2D mesh X X X Novel router architecture for low latency
2005, [54] 2D mesh X Power evaluation of NoC and bus-based

architectures
2005, [43] Arbitrary X Power modeling of links, FIFOs, and routers
2006, [49] Links only X X Power and delay evaluation of local IP-to-router

and global router-to-router links
2006, [69] Arbitrary X X Power and area modeling of tiled CMP NoCs
2006, [75] 2D mesh X X NoC architecture customization methodology
2006, [73] 2D mesh X Delay-aware mapping technique
2007, [50] 2D mesh X X Regression power and area modeling
2007, [89] Arbitrary X X Power and reliability analysis of different

error-control schemes
2007, [84] 2D mesh X Reliability modeling and classification of soft

faults in NoCs
2007, [81] 2D, 3D grids X X Power and delay evaluation of 2D and 3D

architectures
2008, [51] 2D torus X X Power and delay evaluation of using virtual

channels with NoCs
2008, [45] Arbitrary X Power reduction technique using a green coding

scheme
2008, [86] 2D mesh X Reliability evaluation of 2D mesh
2009, [78] 2D mesh X SystemC TLM2 delay modeling for wormhole

NoCs
2009, [80] Custom X NoC architecture customization methodology
2009, [74] 2D mesh X Delay modeling with QoS assurance
2009, [62] Arbitrary X X Tool for system-level power and area estimation
2010, [72] Links only X X X Power, area, and delay modeling of buffered links
2010, [64] Routers only X X Enhancing power and area estimation using a

machine learning technique
2010, [59] Arbitrary X X Power and delay evaluation of different buffer

allocation schemes
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Simple heuristics, like linear, scattered, and random algorithms [106] were also

used to quickly carry out the partitioning without considering the weights of the

vertices nor the edges. However, the most popular and widely used partitioning

heuristic is the Kernighan-Lin (KL) [107] and its derivatives, like Fiduccia-Mattheyses

(FM) [15] and Min-Cut [108]. These heuristics aimed at minimizing the total weights

of the edges cut due to partitioning. In a nutshell, in [101], Chamberlain surveyed and

compared different partitioning techniques focusing on their application onto parallel

computing. Finally, many public partitioning software packages, like Chaco [106] and

PARMETIS [109] could be employed to carry out network partitioning.

The possibility of using network partitioning techniques for ASNoC architecture

customization was highlighted in [110]. In that study, a tool, OIDIPUS, was proposed

to map application cores onto a restricted architecture of two rings connected together,

as two partitions. Although the work presented in [110] did not formulate nor evaluate

the use of network partitioning techniques with on-chip networks, it paved the road of

using such techniques for ASNoC architecture generation. Therefore, in parallel to our

research work, different research groups started using network partitioning techniques

with ASNoCs. First, for voltage and frequency islands NoC-based systems, network

partitioning techniques were used to divide the whole systems into partitions that were

implemented as separate islands [111, 112]. The use of partitioning with voltage and

frequency island NoC-based systems was evaluated in [113]. Second, for multicast 2D

NoCs routing, network partitioning techniques were used to enhance the bandwidth

efficiency and the overall performance of NoC-based systems in [114, 115]. Similar

adaptive unicast/multicast routing techniques were used to reduce the packet latency

for 3D NoCs based on hamiltonian path partitioning in [116].

For on-chip architecture realization, in parallel to our work, some research

groups also advocated using network partitioning to customize the underlying ASNoC

architecture. First, a latency-oriented greedy algorithm was presented in [117]
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to divide any ASNoC into subnets that were implemented as ordinary bus-based

systems. These buses were then connected together as a mesh architecture to

construct the whole network. Second, a circuit-level customization methodology was

presented in [118] to reduce the power consumption of 2D ASNoC using network

partitioning. Third, for 3D ASNoCs, an iterative algorithm, similar to the one

formulated mathematically in this dissertation, was presented in [119] to divide a large

network into smaller partitions. Each partition was then implemented in a separate

layer. Layers were then connected together to construct the overall 3D network

architecture. A tool, SunFloor 3D, was built on this algorithm and presented in [120]

to generate and synthesize 3D architectures for ASNoC-based systems. Different

partitioning schemes, which were presented for 3D ASNoC architecture generation,

were surveyed and evaluated in [121]. Fourth, for multimedia and other bandwidth

constrained applications, network partitioning techniques were used in [122] to build

a low energy tree-based architecture that is suitable for these applications. A similar

study was presented in [123] that combines network partitioning with a Rectilinear

Steiner Tree (RST) algorithm to reduce the power consumption of ASNoC-based

systems.

Despite this large amount of work that has been proposed in parallel to our

work, ours is still unique in two aspects. First, we mathematically formulate the use

of network partitioning as a cost-effective way for ASNoC architecture generation.

Second, based on our formulation, we build a system-level cost-efficient methodology

for ASNoC architecture generation. Our system-level methodology allows for a quick

generation of the underlying architecture and an early evaluation of different design

alternatives.
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2.4 Genetic Algorithms

Bio-inspired optimization techniques are those which mimic the natural biological

systems. These techniques were proposed to solve the real complex problems that

could not be solved by conventional optimization methods. Bio-inspired techniques

could be classified into two main categories: Evolutionary Algorithms (EAs) and

Swarm Intelligence (SI). The former were inspired by genetic evolution, whereas

the latter tried to mimic animal behavior. The most famous EA techniques are

Genetic Algorithms (GAs) [124], Genetic Programming (GP) [125], and Evolutionary

Programming (EP) [126]. The most widely used SI techniques are Particle Swarm

Optimizer (PSO) [127], Ant Colony Optimizer (ACO) [128], and Group Search

Optimizer (GSO) [129]. As we are using GAs in this dissertation, the following

paragraphs give some details about them. For more information about the GAs and

the others, the reader is referred to [130,131].

GAs are inspired by the process of natural evolution. Accordingly, any potential

solution is represented in the form of a chromosome. A set of chromosomes constitutes

a generation. The algorithm adopts a stochastic global search method to evolve a new

generation from the current one. The first phase of the algorithm is the selection, in

which the most fitted chromosomes from the current generation are selected. Fitness

is evaluated based on an objective function that models the optimization problem.

Thereafter, a new generation is produced from the selected chromosomes by applying

different genetic operators:

• Elitism: This ensures that the best individual will survive to the next

generation. Accordingly, at least, the most fitted chromosome is copied without

changes from the current generation to the new one.

• Crossover : Chromosomes that are previously selected are considered as parents
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and are allowed to mate. Accordingly, parts of different chromosomes are

exchanged together to produce two new children, or offspring. Crossovering

good chromosomes likely results in better offspring. Finally, these newly created

offspring are added to the next generation.

• Mutation: Selected chromosomes from the current generation are slightly al-

tered to introduce some diversity in the new generation. This diversity prevents

the chromosomes from becoming too similar to one another. Consequently, the

algorithm is likely protected from being trapped in local minima or maxima.

The algorithm continues going in an iterative manner to evolve good individuals

from one generation to the next until the best solution is reached. Finally, a stopping

criterion should be employed to stop the algorithm.

2.5 ASNoC Architecture Realization Techniques

The developments of on-chip network architectures reflected the evolution of NoC

as an on-chip communication paradigm. When NoCs were first proposed to replace

shared buses, they were implemented using architectures that were commonly used

in computer networks and multiprocessor systems, like mesh, torus, ring, etc. During

that period, researchers aimed mainly at evaluating the use of NoCs rather than

enhancing their underlying architectures. In this dissertation, these architectures are

referred to as standard architectures.

As NoC proved itself as a promising candidate to carry out the communication

requirements of modern SoC applications, researchers started to realize that the

requirements and design objectives of NoC-based systems are different from those

of computer networks. For example, most of NoC-based systems are power and

silicon area-limited. Moreover, the level of uncertainty in NoC-based systems is not
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as high as that of computer networks. Therefore, researchers started to customize

on-chip network architectures slightly to meet the actual requirements and design

objectives of NoC-based systems. In this dissertation, the architectures resulted from

this partial customization are referred to as semi-custom architectures.

The partial customization of NoC architectures slightly reduced the cost and

enhanced the performance of NoC-based systems. However, it did not guarantee

the minimum cost nor the maximum performance. Therefore, as NoC became a

well established on-chip communications paradigm, researchers optimized the NoC

architectures completely to guarantee the lowest possible cost with the highest

possible performance. In this dissertation, the architectures resulted from this

optimization process are referred to as full-custom architectures.

The above mentioned developments of NoC architectures were not exactly chronic

such that new architectures completely replaced previous ones. Nevertheless, the

three categories of NoC architectures are still currently in use by the research

community. Different research groups even defend certain architectures over others.

Table 2.2 gives a general comparison between the three architectures. Moreover,

in the following subsections, we survey the work done by different research groups

regarding these three categories of NoC architectures in more details.

Table 2.2: Comparison between different categories of NoC architectures.
Comparison criteria Standard Semi-custom Full-custom
Design and analysis techniques Many Moderate Few
Routing strategies Many Many/moderate In research
Deadlock and livelock freedom strategies Many Moderate In research
Tools for automatic architecture generation Many Few Few
Regularity of underlying network High Moderate Low
Ease of implementation and floorplanning High Moderate Low
Architecture generation time Low Low High/very high
Performance Moderate/low Moderate/low High
Cost High High Low
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2.5.1 ASNoC Realization using Standard Architectures

The research work done by different research groups with respect to NoC standard

architectures could be classified into three main research directions:

1. Application cores mapping onto standard architectures.

2. Employment of known standard architectures for on-chip network realization.

3. Analysis and evaluation of different NoC standard architectures.

For application cores mapping onto standard architectures, the mapping

problem was shown to be a type of the constrained quadratic assignment problems,

which are NP-hard ones [57]. Therefore, different algorithms and heuristics were

proposed to carry out this mapping process. The most famous of these algorithms

are PBB [57], GMAP [57], PMAP [132], NMAP [133], and BMAP [134]. Moreover,

different optimization techniques, like EAs and Simulated Annealing (SA), were used

in [73, 135–137] to obtain the optimum cores mapping onto 2D mesh architecture.

However, the problem with these mapping algorithms and techniques is that they were

either single-objective or were proposed specifically for 2D mesh. Therefore, there is

a demanding need for a mapping technique that is multi-objective and could be used

with any NoC architecture. In this dissertation, we target this open research problem

by presenting this general multi-objective mapping technique. More precisely, in

Chapter 6, we present a GA-based standard architecture optimization methodology

that integrates both best architecture selection and optimum core mapping. Our

methodology considers power, area, delay, and reliability, simultaneously and is not

limited to any specific standard architecture.

In parallel to our research work, more mapping techniques were presented to

reduce the power consumption of NoC standard architectures. For example, an
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algorithm was presented in [138] to map application cores specifically onto the WK-

recursive architecture, a heuristic based on priority lists was proposed in [139] to

map application cores specifically onto the 2D mesh architecture, and a GA-based

technique was presented in [140] to acquire the optimum mapping specifically onto

the 2D mesh architecture as well. Despite this large amount of work that has been

proposed in parallel to our work, ours is still unique in being a multi-objective one

that is suitable for any NoC standard architecture.

For the employment of known standard architectures with NoC, early

on-chip network research used predefined 2D standard architectures to realize NoC-

based designs. Accordingly, different NoCs were presented in [29–38] that were built

on these standard architectures. Moreover, these NoCs were surveyed and compared

in [39]. At a more advanced stage, researchers used 3D architectures to realize higher-

performance on-chip networks [81,141,142]. Different 3D standard architectures used

with NoCs were surveyed and compared in [42].

The problem of choosing the right standard architecture for any NoC-based

system was addressed in [143]. A tool, SUNMAP, was presented to automatically

select the best architecture for a given application and map its cores onto that

architecture. However, SUNMAP was limited to only five standard architectures

(mesh, torus, hypercube, butterfly, and clos). Moreover, SUNMAP was built on a

heuristic-based mapping technique, NMAP, rather than an optimization-based one.

Therefore, SUNMAP is not guaranteed to result in the optimum standard NoC

architecture. Thus, there is a real need for a standard architecture optimization

methodology that is not limited to specific standard architectures and guarantees

the optimum realization of the underlying on-chip network. Our GA-based standard

architecture optimization methodology, presented in Chapter 6, fills this open research

gap. More precisely, our methodology is not limited to specific standard architectures

and is based on GA optimization. Therefore, for any NoC-based system, it guarantees
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the optimum realization of the underlying standard on-chip network architecture.

For the analysis and evaluation of different NoC standard archi-

tectures, six of the 2D architectures (SPIN, mesh, torus, folded torus, octagon,

and BFT) were compared with respect to power consumption, area, delay, and

throughput in [70]. Similarly, different grid and tree-based 3D architectures were

compared with respect to the same four metrics in [71]. 2D mesh, ring, and

spidergon architectures were compared with respect to delay and throughput in [144].

Additionally, 2D mesh, torus, and fat tree architectures were compared with respect

to power consumption and delay in [145]. Finally, 2D mesh is evaluated with respect

to power consumption, delay, and reliability in [56]. However, to the best of our

knowledge, none of these previous evaluations were based on the optimum cores

mapping onto these architectures. This might be misleading, and therefore, results in

favoring one architecture over others that might have lower cost or higher performance

with different mapping. Therefore, in this dissertation, we target this problem by

presenting a fair quantitative evaluation of the cost and the performance of different

NoC standard architectures. More precisely, we use our standard architecture

optimization methodology, presented in Chapter 6, to carry out power, area, delay,

and reliability evaluations of NoC standard architectures based on the optimum cores

mapping onto these architectures.

2.5.2 ASNoC Realization using Semi-Custom Architectures

The research work in semi-custom architecture realization partially customized the

underlying on-chip network architecture to comply with certain application require-

ments. Accordingly, semi-custom architectures could be considered intermediate

between general-purpose standard architectures and application-specific full-custom

ones. To the best of our knowledge, this partial customization was carried out by
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two main techniques: single standard architecture modification and multiple standard

architectures combination.

For the modification technique, a specific standard architecture was slightly

modified to enhance certain cost and performance metrics. The most famous

modification-based semi-custom architecture generation methodologies were the long-

range link insertion and the link removal ones. On one hand, the long-range

link insertion methodology was presented in [75] to enhance the delay of a 2D

mesh architecture by connecting distant nodes, which communicate with each other

frequently, by direct long-range links. It was also used with the ring architecture

in [146]. On the other hand, the link removal methodology was presented in [147] to

reduce the area of 2D mesh architecture by removing direct links in between cores,

which do not communicate with each other very frequently. It was also used with the

spidergon architecture in [146].

For the combination technique, multiple standard architectures were combined

together to generate an overall semi-custom architecture that was better than any of

the combined architectures with respect to certain cost and performance metrics.

The combined architectures might be similar or different. Accordingly, power-

efficient semi-custom architectures were obtained by combining two ring architectures

in [110] and tree architectures in [148]. Moreover, a delay efficient semi-custom

architecture was obtained by combining star with mesh architectures in [149]. As

such, these previous combination-based methodologies assumed a fixed semi-custom

underlaying network architecture such that the designer could not select the standard

architectures to be combined. Moreover, to the best of our knowledge, there was

no mathematical formulation proposed of how to partition application cores over the

standard architectures used to build the overall semi-custom one. In this dissertation,

we target these problems by formulating and presenting an architecture realization

methodology, in Chapter 4, based on network partitioning techniques to generate NoC
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semi-custom architectures with lower power consumption and area. Furthermore, our

methodology combines any standard architectures based on the designer needs.

In parallel to our research work, many semi-custom architecture generation

methodologies using network partitioning were presented in [117–119]. We previously

discussed and surveyed these methodologies in Section 2.3. Nevertheless, our work

is still unique in two aspects. First, we mathematically formulate the use of network

partitioning as a cost-effective way for ASNoC architecture generation. Second, our

methodology is a system-level one that allows for a quick generation of the underlying

architecture and an early evaluation of different design alternatives.

2.5.3 ASNoC Realization using Full-Custom Architectures

Full-custom architectures outperform other categories of architectures with respect to

the metric for which customization is carried out. In the literature, full-custom archi-

tectures were realized by using either heuristics or optimization-based techniques. For

example, heuristics were used for power-oriented full-custom architecture generation

in [150, 151]. Heuristics help generating the required architecture in a reasonable

time. However, the use of heuristics could not guarantee the best possible cost nor

performance.

Optimization-based techniques required long generation time, but they guaran-

teed the best possible cost and performance. To the best of our knowledge, two

optimization-based full-custom architecture generation methodologies were presented

in the literature: a Mixed Integer Linear Programming (MILP)-based methodology

in [152] and a GA-based one in [153]. The two methodologies used circuit-level

information from the floorplanning to minimize the power consumption of the

underlying on-chip network architecture. The two methodologies had two main

drawbacks. First, both were proposed for a power consumption minimization.

Although power is a first-class objective for NoC-based systems, including other
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metrics into the optimization process is of a great importance to the NoC research

community as well. Second, as the two methodologies carried out an iterative

floorplanning to minimize the power consumption on the circuit-level, they took

too long to generate the required architectures. For example, the MILP-based

methodology failed completely to generate architectures for applications of more than

twelve cores within a time out period of 8 hours. Therefore, a system-level multi-

objective optimization methodology for NoC full-custom architecture generation

constitutes an urgent need to the NoC research community. In this dissertation,

we fulfill this need by presenting that methodology. More precisely, in Chapter 5, we

present a multi-objective methodology using GA to generate an optimized full-custom

NoC architecture with respect to power, area, delay, and reliability, simultaneously.

Our methodology is a system-level one to quickly generate the required architecture

and to be practically valuable.

In parallel to our research work, many full-custom architecture generation

methodologies were presented. For example, a GA-based power-oriented methodology

was presented in [154] and a heuristic-based throughput-oriented methodology was

presented in [80]. However, to the best of our knowledge, our methodology is still

unique in being a multi-objective and a system-level one that allows for an early

design space exploration.

2.5.4 Overall Summary of ASNoC Architecture Realization Techniques

This subsection concludes our review of the work done by different research groups

with respect to on-chip network architecture realization. We summarize the major

work presented till now regarding standard, semi-custom, and full-custom NoC

architectures. In a chronic order for each category of these architectures, Table 2.3

represents this summary in a more concise form. The techniques, whether algorithmic,
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heuristic, or optimization-based, employed to realize the underlying architecture

are also included. Similar to our previous summary of NoC evaluation models,

presented in Subsection 2.2.5, the table further emphasizes that customizing NoC

architectures with respect to power consumption had most of the efforts exerted by

different research groups. Moreover, various issues related to NoC reliability are

still virgin research areas that require lots of efforts. Finally, for each category of

NoC architectures, the table clearly shows the demanding need of the NoC research

community to multi-objective NoC architecture generation methodologies.

2.6 Chapter Summary

This chapter presented a state-of-the-art review of the research work done in different

NoC areas that are addressed in this dissertation. Throughout the whole chapter,

we surveyed the work done by different research groups before and in parallel to

ours. First, we surveyed various models that were used for NoC power, area,

delay, and reliability evaluation, respectively. We then explored different network

partitioning techniques and how they were employed in the on-chip networking

domain. Thereafter, we quickly highlighted the basic principles of GA as a bio-

inspired optimization technique. Finally, we reviewed the work presented for on-chip

network architecture realization. The research work done with respect to the three

main ASNoC architectures; namely, standard, semi-custom, and full-custom were

discussed in details.

In the next chapter, we propose system-level power and reliability evaluation

models. The two models are used, with area and delay models adopted from the

literature, to formulate our multi-objective optimization function. The models are

also used throughout this dissertation to evaluate the cost and the performance of

different NoC architectures.
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Table 2.3: Summary of the work done by different research groups for NoC
architecture realization. (P: Power, A: Area, D: Delay, and R: Reliability)

Mapping cores onto standard architectures

Year, Network Realization technique Metric
[Ref.] P A D R
2000, [132] Arbitrary Algorithmic X
2003, [57] 2D mesh Algorithmic X
2004, [133] Arbitrary Algorithmic X
2005, [135] 2D mesh Optimization, EA X
2006, [73] 2D mesh Optimization, GA X
2007, [134] 2D mesh Algorithmic X
2008, [136] 2D mesh Optimization, simulated annealing X
2009, [138] WK-recursive Algorithmic X
2009, [139] 2D mesh Algorithmic X
2010, [140] 2D mesh Optimization, GA X

Evaluation of standard architectures

Year, Networks Metric
[Ref.] P A D R
2005, [145] 2D Mesh, torus, and fat tree X X
2005, [70] 2D Mesh, torus, folded torus, SPIN, octagon, and BFT X X X
2005, [56] 2D Mesh X X X
2006, [144] 2D Mesh, ring, and spidergon X
2007, [81] 2D and 3D grids X X
2008, [142] 2D grids, 3D grids, and 3D trees X X X
2009, [71] 3D grids and trees X X X

Semi-custom architecture generation

Year, Network Realization technique Metric
[Ref.] P A D R
2004, [110] Ring Algorithmic, combination-based X
2006, [75] 2D mesh Algorithmic, modification-based X
2007, [146] Ring and spidergon Algorithmic, modification-based X X X
2007, [141] Mesh and tree Algorithmic, combination-based X
2008, [148] Tree Algorithmic, combination-based X
2008, [147] 2D mesh Algorithmic, modification-based X
2008, [149] Mesh and star Algorithmic, combination-based X
2010, [117] Mesh and bus Algorithmic, combination-based X

Full-custom architecture generation

Year, Realization technique Metric
[Ref.] P A D R
2005, [153] Optimization, GA X
2006, [150] Heuristic X
2006, [152] Optimization, MILP X
2008, [151] Heuristic X
2009, [154] Optimization, GA X
2009, [80] Heuristic X
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Chapter 3

NoC Evaluation Models

This chapter presents the first contribution of this dissertation. We propose

two system-level NoC performance evaluation models for power and reliability.

Although we are adopting area and delay models from the literature throughout this

dissertation, they are also discussed in this chapter for completeness. After explaining

the four models, our multi-objective function formulation is presented. Finally, the

models are analyzed to explore different design variables behind them that control

the power, area, delay, and reliability of different NoC architectures.

This chapter is organized as follows. Section 3.1 gives an introduction about

NoC modeling. Section 3.2 presents some information of how to represent NoC

applications and architectures in the system-level using graph theory concepts. The

power, area, delay, and reliability models are represented in Sections 3.3, 3.4, 3.5,

and 3.6, respectively. Section 3.7 discusses the multi-objective function formulation.

Evaluation models are analyzed in Section 3.8 to indicate the design variables that

govern the NoC architecture customization process. Finally, Section 3.9 summarizes

the chapter.
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3.1 Introduction

NoC-based systems have a substantially different behavior than traditional computer

networks. Accordingly, using models related to the latter in testing the former

might lead to inaccurate evaluation of tested designs. Therefore, evaluation models

that take into consideration the nature of NoC-based systems need to be addressed.

Moreover, it is of great importance to have these models at the system-level to allow

the evaluation to be done early during the design process. The advantages of this

early evaluation is threefold. First, it permits the designer to check the effect of

different design alternatives on the NoC cost and performance from the beginning

of the design process. Second, it allows different on-chip network architectures

to be quickly compared and evaluated at the system-level. Third, system-level

evaluation models enable an early discovery of design errors and flaws, preventing

any serious consequences. In this chapter, we target these NoC-oriented system-level

performance and cost evaluation models. More precisely, this chapter presents two

main contributions:

1. Presenting a system-level analytical model to evaluate the power consumption

of NoCs. The model represents the power consumption in both NoC routers

and links, and

2. Presenting a system-level probabilistic model to evaluate the reliability of NoCs.

The model captures the possibility of the NoC traffic being altered by on-chip

noise sources.

3.2 Graph Theory Representation of NoCs

Graph theory concepts could be used to represent NoC applications at the system-

level. Given the application description and traffic characteristics, any application
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could be described by a core graph1 [133, 143]. Core graph represents the processing

elements in the application and the traffic between them. For example, Figure 3.1

shows sample core graphs of five real NoC benchmark applications. These are an

Audio Video (AV) benchmark with 18 cores [10, 80], a Video Object Plane Decoder

(VOPD) benchmark with 16 cores [133, 134], a 263 decoder MP3 decoder (263DEC)

with 14 cores [152], an MPEG-4 decoder with 12 cores [143], and a Multi Window

Display (MWD) benchmark with 9 cores [80]. As shown in the figure, a core graph is a

directed graph G(C, E), where each vertex ci ∈ C represents a core in the application,

and the directed edge eij ∈ E represents the communication between cores ci and cj.

The weight λij of the edge eij expresses the number of packets/time step sent from

core ci to core cj. Using NoC terminology, a core graph is usually represented in the

form of a traffic distribution matrix (Λ) [11,155]. For N cores, the dimensions of the

matrix is N×N . Any element λij in the matrix represents the weight of the edge

eij. That is, the number of packets sent from core ci and core cj per time step. For

example, the traffic distribution matrix for the MWD benchmark shown in Figure

3.1(e) is represented as:
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1Core graph is also called Application Characterization Graph (APCG) or Communication
Weighted Graph (CWG).
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Figure 3.1: Examples of core graphs for different NoC benchmarks.

Similarly, graph-theoretic concepts could be used for a system-level representa-

tion of different NoC architectures. Throughout this dissertation, we use single capital

letters to represent full-custom architectures, double capital letters to represent

semi-custom architectures, and triple capital letters to represent standard architec-

tures. For example, Figure 3.2 shows eight different standard architectures [156]:

Mesh (MSH), Torus (TRS), Ring (RNG), Polygon (PLG), Binary Tree (BNT), 2-ary

3-fly butterfly tree (BFT23), 2-ary 2-fly butterfly tree (BFT22), and 2-ary 2-stage

clos (CLS). Polygon is only represented for architectures with even number of vertices
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and is actually a ring architecture with diagonal links to connect distant vertices. Each

of the architectures in Figure 3.2 could be represented using a graph G(V ,L), where

each vertex vi ∈ V represents a processing unit in the architecture, which might be a

core or a router, and L is a set of edges that represent the physical communication

links between these processing units.

(a) Mesh (MSH) (b) Torus (TRS) (c) Ring (RNG) (d) Polygon (PLG)

(e) Binary Tree (BNT) (f) 2-ary 3-fly (BFT23)

(g) 2-ary 2-fly (BFT22) (h) 2-ary 2-stage clos (CLS)

Figure 3.2: Examples of NoC standard architectures [156]. (Routers are represented
by white circles, whereas cores are represented by dark squares.)
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3.3 Power Model

NoC power requirements are mainly caused by its routers and links. To model the

router power in the system-level, we implemented a library of output queuing routers

with different number of ports and buffer sizes [157, 158]. As shown in Figure 3.3,

ports within the same routers have equal buffer sizes and each of them consists of two

channels for packets reception and transmission, respectively. A round robin scheduler

serves backlogged queues at the output one after another in a fixed order. Thereafter,

for everyone of the routers we implemented, we carried out power simulations at

various operating frequencies and target technologies. For example, for 0.18µm

technology and with an operating frequency of 500MHz, Table 3.1 shows sample

results of the power consumptions of 8-flit routers with different number of ports at

various average flit arrival rates, in flit/cycle. The last row represents the routers

leakage power only.

Table 3.1: Power consumption of NoC output queuing routers with different number of
ports at various flit arrival rates. (at 500MHz and implemented in 0.18µm technology.)

Flit arrival Total Power (PR) (mW)
rate(flit/cycle) 4-port 5-port 6-port 7-port 8-port

1.000 64.104 96.885 136.044 137.379 234.287
0.400 32.019 48.440 68.041 86.709 117.173
0.200 12.793 19.380 27.229 34.706 46.901
0.100 6.410 9.705 13.635 17.372 23.481
0.050 3.211 4.862 6.832 8.705 11.762
0.020 1.293 1.963 2.747 3.505 4.726
0.002 0.135 0.203 0.285 0.38 0.487
0.000 0.008 0.013 0.018 0.025 0.032

From the experiments we run, for constant buffer size routers, we noticed linear

dependencies of both dynamic and leakage powers on the number of ports and the

average flit arrival rate. Therefore, we used linear curve fitting to calculate both
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Figure 3.3: Example of a p× p output queuing router. (Rx represents an input port,
Tx represents an output port, p is the number of ports, and B is the maximum queue
size.)

powers for routers with any number of ports and flit arrival rate. As a result, the

power of router i is modeled in the system-level as

PRi = PRi−Dynamic + PRi−Leakage (3.1)

PRi−Dynamic = (kDp · pi + kD) · αfi (3.2)

PRi−Leakage = (kLp · pi + kL) · αfi (3.3)

where PRi−Dynamic, PRi−Leakage, and PRi are the dynamic, leakage, and total power of

router i, respectively. pi and αfi are the number of ports and the average flit arrival
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rate over all the ports of router i. For any architecture, the average flit injection rate

could be calculated for each router by the knowledge of the NoC operating frequency,

the employed routing strategy, and the traffic distribution matrix (Λ), discussed

in Section 3.2. Finally, kDp, kD, kLp, and kL are the dynamic port-dependent,

the dynamic port-independent, the leakage port-dependent, and the leakage port-

independent power constants, respectively. These constants are technology-dependent

and could be obtained by linear curve fitting of the power simulation results of the

employed routers. The power simulation should be done once for each router in the

designer library. The resultant power constants will be then used in evaluating and

generating different NoC architectures. Consequently, for any architecture with NR

routers, the total router power is represented as

PR =

NR
∑

i=1

PRi (3.4)

For link power modeling, NoC links are either global or local. Global links connect

routers, whereas local links connect cores to routers. Global links are usually long

and require driving circuits and repeaters [62]. Therefore, it is shown in [46,159] that

the overall link power, area, and delay are completely dominated by those of global

links. Accordingly, throughout this dissertation, the link models proposed and the

experimental results presented are to abstract these global links.

To send a certain traffic from core ci to core cj, the power consumed in links

depends on the amount of traffic transferred, λij, the physical characteristics of the

links, and the number of hops between the source and the destination cores. Link

physical characteristic could be obtained from the corresponding technology library.

Moreover, the number of hops between any two cores could be obtained from the

architecture connectivity matrix (C) [160]. Any element cij in the connectivity matrix

represents the number of hops between routers Ri and Rj. The connectivity matrix,
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in turn, is calculated from the adjacency matrix (A) of the architecture [161]. For

an architecture with NR routers, the adjacency matrix is a binary NR×NR matrix,

whereas aij = 1 only if there is a direct link connecting between routers Ri and Rj.

Figure 3.4 shows an example for the adjacency and the connectivity matrices of a 6-

node ring architecture. In this dissertation, the connectivity matrix is calculated from

the adjacency matrix using the Dijkstra shortest path algorithm [162]. Accordingly,

given that every core is connected to exactly one router, NoC link power is represented

in the system-level as

PL =
N

∑

i=1

N
∑

j=1

λij · cij · Punit link (3.5)

where N is the number of cores in the application. λij is the traffic sent from core

ci to core cj in packet/time step. Similarly, cij is the number of hops between the

same two cores. Punit link is the power consumed by a single packet in one unit link.

Previous models were proposed to represent this unit link power based on parameters

from the targeted fabrication technology. In this dissertation, we employ the unit

link model presented in [43]

Punit link = Pswitching + Pshort + PLeakage (3.6)

Pswitching =
1

2
Nw · V 2

dd · (CS · αS + CC · αC) · fop (3.7)

Pshort = Nw · τsc · αS · Vdd · Ishort · fop (3.8)

PLeakage = Nw · Vdd · (Ibias,wire + Ileak) (3.9)

where Pswitching, Pshort, and PLeakage are the link switching, short circuit, and

leakage power, respectively. The summation of Pswitching and Pshort represents the

dynamic power consumed in a link. Nw is the number of wires in a link, i.e.,
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6-node ring architecture Adjacency matrix Connectivity matrix

Figure 3.4: An example for adjacency and connectivity matrices of a 6-node ring
architecture.

channel width, and Vdd is the supply voltage. CS and CC represent self and coupling

capacitance of a wire and with neighboring wires, respectively. Similarly, αS is the

switching activity on a wire and αC is the switching activity from the adjacent wires.

fop denotes the operating frequency and τsc is the short circuit period during which

Ishort flows between source and ground. Finally, Ibias,wire represents the current flowing

from the wire to its substrate and Ileak is the leakage current flowing from the source

to ground regardless of the gate’s state and switching activity. All the parameters

for link power calculation could be obtained from the Predictive Technology Model

(PTM) [163].

Finally, the total NoC power consumption (PNoC) is represented by

PNoC = PR + PL (3.10)

3.4 Area Model

Similar to NoC power, NoC area consists of the area of its routers and links. As

explained in Section 3.3, we are using a library of pre-designed routers with different

number of ports. Accordingly, the total router area, in µm2, is expressed as
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AR =

NR
∑

i=1

ARi (3.11)

where NR is the number of routers in the network and ARi is the area of router i.

The link area depends on the number of wires per each link (i.e., the channel

width), the wire length and width, and the spacing between wires. In this dissertation,

we assume a fixed channel width. Moreover, the wire width and the spacing between

wires are technology-dependent and could be obtained from the corresponding

technology library [163]. As a result, the link area, in µm2, is expressed, as in [62], as

AL = NL · (Nw · (ww + sw) + sw) · ll (3.12)

where AL is the link area, NL is the number of links within the network, and Nw is

the channel width. ww, sw, and ll are the wire width, the inter-wires spacing, and the

wire length for global interconnects, respectively.

Finally, the total NoC area (ANoC), in µm2, is expressed as

ANoC = AR + AL (3.13)

3.5 Delay Model

The traffic from any source core experiences three types of delays in its way to the

destination core. These are the arbitration and propagation delays through routers,

the propagation delay through links, and the serialization and de-serialization delays

through NIs. In this dissertation, we use the average zero-load delay model presented

in [81]. The average zero-load delay model ignores any competition on NoC resources

and assumes a contention-free network. Therefore, it is a fast system-level model to

check for the effect of different architectures on NoC delay. This delay model was
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originally proposed for 3D NoCs. However, it could also be adopted with 2D NoCs

that we are targeting in this dissertation. Accordingly, the overall NoC average delay

(DNoC), in seconds, is represented as

DNoC = µ · (ta + tr) + (µ + 1) · tl +
Nb

Nw

· tl (3.14)

where

ta = (
21

4
· log2 pavg +

14

12
+ 9) · τ (3.15)

tl(r) =0.377 · rl(r) · cl(r) · l2l(r) + 0.693 · (Rd0 · C0

+ Rd0 · cl(r) · ll(r) + rl(r) · ll(r) · Cg0)
(3.16)

lr = 2 · (wr + sr) · Nw · pavg (3.17)

Rd0 = 0.98 · Vdd

Id0

(3.18)

where µ is the average internode distance [75] (i.e., average number of routers between

a source node and a destination node). ta and tr are the router arbitration and

propagation delays, respectively. Similarly, tl is the link propagation delay. Nb and

Nw are the number of bits per packet and the channel width, respectively. pavg is the

average number of ports per router and τ is the delay of a minimum sized inverter of

the target technology. rl(r) and cl(r) are the per unit length resistance and capacitance

of the link (router) wires, respectively. ll(r) is the wire length for the link (router

crossbar). Rd0 and Cg0 are the equivalent output resistance and the gate capacitance

of a minimum sized inverter of the target technology, respectively. C0 is the total

input capacitance of a minimum sized inverter of the target technology, which is the

summation of the gate and the drain capacitances. wr and sr are the wire width and
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the inter-wires spacing for router internal interconnects, respectively. Vdd is the supply

voltage and Id0 is the drain current when both the drain and the gate voltages are

equal to the supply voltage. The values of all the technology-dependent parameters

could be obtained from the corresponding technology library [163]. Finally, for an

N-cores application, the average internode distance (µ), in hops, could be calculated

using the connectivity matrix (C) of the architecture and the traffic distribution

matrix (Λ) of the application as

µ =

∑N
i=1

∑N
j=1 λij · cij

∑N
i=1

∑N
j=1 λij

(3.19)

3.6 Reliability Model

NoC reliability calculation becomes currently dominated by the many noise sources

existing in the modern DSM technology [6]. Therefore, in this dissertation, we define

the reliability of an NoC as the probability of transmitting application packets from

source nodes to destination nodes successfully in the presence of noise. Using different

representations for the on-chip noise sources will not affect our system-level model.

However, in the literature, Gaussian model is widely used to represent these on-chip

noise sources [88]. Accordingly, the sum of different on-chip noise sources is modeled

as a single noise source with a noise standard deviation σ. As a result, the BER is

represented as [164]

BER =
1√
2π

∫ ∞

Vdd
2σ

e−
u2

2 du (3.20)

where Vdd is the supply voltage and σ is the noise standard deviation. Thereafter, we

consider the Simple Non-Fault-Tolerant (SNFT) or the Automatic Repeat reQuest

(ARQ) communication schemes, in which a single bit in-error causes the whole packet

to be a corrupted one [89]. Therefore, for a single link (lij), the probability (Pij) of
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sending λij packets, each of size Nb bits, successfully over that link is represented as

Pij = (1 − BER)λij ·Nb (3.21)

The probability of transferring a single traffic trace of λij packets from a source

core ci to a destination core cj that have cij hops in between could be obtained

by raising the above mentioned probability to the power of cij. Accordingly,

the probability of transferring all application traffic traces from all sources to all

destinations successfully in the presence of noise; i.e., the overall NoC reliability

(RNoC) is represented as

RNoC =
N
∏

i=1

N
∏

j=1

Pcij

ij (3.22)

where N is the number of cores within the application. Pij is the probability of

transmitting λij packets successfully over a single link lij in the presence of noise and

cij is the number of hops a packet goes through during its transition from the source

core ci to the destination core cj.

3.7 Multi-Objective Function Formulation

In this section, we formulate our multi-objective function by combining the cost and

performance models represented in the previous sections. For any given application,

this function is used by our multi-objective GA-based methodologies in Chapters 5

and 6 to generate the best NoC architecture for this application. In general, it is

required by this formulation to maximize the reliability while minimize all other

metrics. Therefore, our multi-objective function is formulated as the product of

the power, the area, and the average delay over the network reliability. Using the

product for the formulation ensures fairness between different metrics. This could be
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checked by differentiating the objective function to calculate the relative change in its

value. This relative change is proportional to the summation of relative changes of

all the metrics. Accordingly, our product-based formulation guarantees that non of

the metrics will dominate the optimization process. Therefore, our objective function

is expressed as

f =
(PNoC)γP · (ANoC)γA · (DNoC)γD

(RNoC)γR
(3.23)

where γP , γA, γD, and γR are power, area, delay, and reliability weight factors,

respectively, which could be used by the designer to control the optimization process.

A higher value of any of these factors over the others gives high importance for

optimizing with respect to the metric it represents compared to other metrics.

Moreover, setting any of these factors to zero, cancels any effect of the corresponding

metric on the optimization process. Finally, PNoC , ANoC , DNoC , and RNoC are the

NoC power, area, average delay, and reliability as expressed by (3.10), (3.13), (3.14),

and (3.22), respectively.

3.8 Exploration of Design Variables

In this section, we explore the design variables behind different NoC metrics.

Throughout this dissertation, we use the term, design variables, to express those

variables that control the exact value of different NoC metrics. These variables

might be explicitly included in the evaluation models presented in this chapter,

like the number of routers, or implicitly implied by them, like the routing scheme.

The investigation of these design variables helps us understanding how could we

enhance different NoC metrics. Consequently, this understanding facilitates proposing

different methodologies to customize on-chip network architecture with respect to one

or more of these metrics.
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The evaluation models and experiments we conducted are further analyzed to

investigate the main design variables that govern the value of different NoC metrics.

Table 3.2 shows the relevant variables from this analysis. The table classifies these

design variables into two categories: independent and intermediate. The former are

those variables that are completely independent, whereas the latter are those variables

that rely on one or more of the independent ones. Independent design variables

are the main targets of architecture customization methodologies as any change

on them directly impacts different NoC metrics. We further divide independent

variables into symbolic and non-symbolic. Symbolic variables are those explicitly

included in different metric models, like the supply voltage (Vdd). In contrast, non-

symbolic variables are those directly affecting NoC metrics; however, they are not

explicitly included in their associated models, like the mapping technique. Finally,

intermediate design variables are those relying solely on independent non-symbolic

variables. Accordingly, they are halfway between completely independent variables

and overall NoC metrics. Throughout this dissertation, we use intermediate variables

to numerically quantify the effect of changing non-symbolic independent variables on

NoC metrics.

Table 3.2 shows that NoC architecture customization methodologies need to

trade off many design variables to realize the best architecture for any given

application. As a result, previous work used to assume some of these variables to

be fixed to all candidate architectures to facilitate and speed up the customization

process. The methodologies presented in this dissertation are not exceptional to this

assumptions. Therefore, Table 3.2 also explains how our semi-custom, full-custom,

and standard architecture customization methodologies handle these design variables.

More precisely, different design variables are dealt with by our methodologies by

one of three approaches. First, some variables, like the number of ports per router,

are traded off by the methodology itself to enhance, or optimize for, certain NoC
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Table 3.2: Summary of different design variables and how our methodologies deal
with them.

Independent variables

Design variable Methodologies presented in this dissertation
Semi-custom Full-custom Standard

No. of ports per router (p) Traded off Traded off Traded off
Number of links (NL) Traded off Traded off Traded off
No. of routers (NR) Input Assumed fixed Traded off

Symbolic Supply voltage (Vdd) Input
Frequency of operation (fop) Input
Buffer size (B) Assumed fixed
No. of wires per link (Nw) Assumed fixed
Traffic Input

Non- Technology Input
symbolic Mapping Input Traded off

Routing Assumed fixed Traded off Assumed fixed

Intermediate variables

* Average internode distance (µ) = f(traffic, mapping, routing)
* Flit arrival rate (αfi) = f(traffic, mapping, routing)
* Probability of the traffic being affected by noise (P) = f(traffic, technology, mapping, routing)
* Link length (ll) = f(technology)

metrics. Second, some variables, like the frequency of operation, are considered

during the customization process; however, they should be provided as inputs to

the methodologies. To check for the effect of these variables on different NoC

metrics, the designer needs to run our methodologies iteratively with different values

of these variables. Finally, the remaining variables, like the number of wires per link,

are assumed explicitly fixed to speed up the architecture generation process. The

specific assumptions for each methodology are discussed in details in Sections 4.2,

5.2, and 6.2 for the semi-custom, full-custom, and standard architecture generation

methodologies, respectively.

3.9 Chapter Summary

In this chapter, we presented the models for different metrics considered in this

dissertation. First, we discussed how graph theory concepts could be used to
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represent different NoC applications and architectures at the system-level. NoC

area and delay models were adopted from the literature, whereas we proposed two

new models for NoC power consumption and reliability. Both are system-level

models that could be used for quick evaluation and comparison between different

NoC architectures. The four models were combined together to establish our multi-

objective function that will be used in Chapters 5 and 6 to generate the best NoC

full-custom and standard architecture, respectively, with respect to the four metrics,

simultaneously. Furthermore, the models were analyzed to investigate which design

variables that differentiate between the cost and the performance of various NoC

architectures. Finally, these models were used during our research work and they

are used throughout this dissertation. Accordingly, they appeared in most of our

publications [11–14,20–22,24].

In the next chapter, we present a cost-efficient customization methodology

for NoC semi-custom architectures. The methodology uses network partitioning

techniques to reduce power and area costs of NoC-based systems. The impact of

using network partitioning on NoC power, area, and delay is also analyzed.
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Chapter 4

A Cost-Efficient Customization

Methodology of ASNoC Semi-Custom

Architectures using Network Partitioning

This chapter presents the second contribution of this dissertation. For any ASNoC-

based application, we propose a customization methodology to generate an on-

chip semi-custom architecture with lower power consumption and area. Network

partitioning techniques are used to reduce both the routers buffering and the number

of links, which are the main sources for power consumption and area in an ASNoC.

The impact of using partitioning on different ASNoC metrics; namely, power, area,

and delay is analyzed. A methodology for custom architecture generation that

employs network partitioning is proposed. The methodology is then applied to

different real benchmark applications with different number of cores, as case studies.

Results show that the proposed methodology is a promising way to reduce the

ASNoC power consumption and area compared to other standard and semi-custom

architecture generation techniques.

This chapter is organized as follows. Section 4.1 gives an introduction about
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ASNoC architecture customization problem. The assumptions of our methodology

are presented in Section 4.2. Formulation of the network partitioning problem are

discussed in Section 4.3. The impact of using network partitioning on different NoC

metrics is investigated in Section 4.4. Section 4.5 presents the proposed semi-custom

architecture generation methodology. Section 4.6 represents some experimental

results and verifies the efficiency of our methodology through case studies. Finally,

Section 4.7 summarizes the chapter.

4.1 Introduction

Recently, NoC design community started focusing on customizing the design of on-

chip networks to comply with different requirements of modern NoC applications.

The cost and the performance of any NoC depend primarily on its architecture [5,

75]. Accordingly, one problem, which needs to be addressed is to customize these

architectures to meet the target application requirements, constraints, and traffic

characteristics, while reducing the associated costs. That is, to minimize both design-

time and run-time costs. Run-time cost is dominated by the power consumption,

whereas the design area is the key element in determining the design-time cost.

In this chapter, we present an architecture generation methodology to solve the

above mentioned cost reduction problem. More precisely, for any application, we

employ network partitioning techniques to realize a semi-custom NoC architecture

with lower power and area costs. Our methodology achieves this lower costs by

reducing the number of ports per router with their associated buffering and the

number of links. To this end, this chapter presents four main contributions:

1. Formulating the partitioning problem for any NoC application based on the

famous Fiduccia-Mattheyses (FM) algorithm [15],
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2. Analyzing the impact of network partitioning on different NoC metrics; namely,

power consumption, area, and delay,

3. Presenting a methodology for NoC semi-custom architecture generation using

network partitioning, and

4. Evaluating the presented methodology by applying it onto different real

benchmark applications, as case studies.

4.2 Assumptions of the Generated Architectures

In this section, we present the assumptions of our methodology. According to our

discussion in Section 3.8, these assumptions indicate which design variables are traded

off by our methodology. For our semi-custom architecture generation methodology,

the designer needs to select a standard architecture and a mapping technique for each

partition. However, for the rest of the design variables, we consider the following

assumptions:

1. The buffer size for all the ports within routers are the same (8-flit buffers are

assumed in this chapter),

2. Each link consists of two channels for packet transmission and reception,

respectively. The channel width of all the links in the network is the same

and is equal to the flit size (8-bit flits are assumed in this chapter),

3. The application, with its traffic characteristics, is represented at any time by a

core graph,

4. Deterministic shortest path routing is used, and
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5. The length of all links is the same and allows for a single clock cycle data

transfer, i.e., no repeaters are required. This assumption might not hold in the

actual circuit-level floorplanning. However, it is still valid for the purpose of

system-level evaluation and comparison.

4.3 Partitioning Problem Formulation

The problem of network partitioning is known to be an NP-hard one [101]. Therefore,

partitioning is usually formulated as an optimization problem. In this chapter,

the FM algorithm [15] is adopted with modification to formulate our partitioning

technique. Therefore, it is given the name ASNoC-FM. The advantages of using the

FM algorithm with ASNoC is discussed in details in Subsection 4.4.3. Nevertheless,

the mathematical formulation of the partitioning scheme is presented in this section.

Using ASNoC notations, the objective function, to be minimized, is first formulated

in Subsection 4.3.1 according to the FM algorithm. Two constraints are then added

to the algorithm in Subsection 4.3.2 to match the ASNoC design environment.

4.3.1 Objective Function Formulation

In order to formulate the partitioning problem mathematically, assume that there

are N cores in the application and it is required to divide them into NP partitions,

P1· · ·Pm. The number of cores within any partition, Pk, is Nk. Accordingly, the

total ASNoC traffic (λtotal), the total traffic (λk) within any partition Pk, and the

total traffic sent from this partition to all other partitions (λ̄k), in packets/time step,

could, respectively be expressed as

λtotal =
N

∑

i=1

N
∑

j=1

λij (4.1)
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λk =
∑

i

∑

j

λij, ∀ {i, j} where ci, cj ∈ Pk (4.2)

λ̄k =
∑

i

∑

j

λij, ∀ {i, j} where ci ∈ Pk, cj /∈ Pk (4.3)

The total traffic (λtotal) depends on the application itself and will not be affected

by partitioning. In contrast, the intra-partition traffic (λk) and the inter-partition

traffic (λ̄k) change according to the employed partitioning scheme. As explained

in Section 2.3, the FM algorithm aims at minimizing the total traffic between all

partitions. As a result, the total inter-partition traffic (λinter), in packets/time step,

to be minimized as an objective function is expressed as

λinter =

NP
∑

k=1

λ̄k (4.4)

4.3.2 Constraints Formulation

The FM optimization algorithm is modified in this subsection by adding some

constraints to make it more suitable for the on-chip environment. The first constraint

to be added is to divide the total ASNoC traffic equally between partitions, i.e.,

λ1 = · · · = λm = λtotal/NP . This traffic-balance constraint ensures equal activity

in each partition and avoids creating hot spots in the design. As the traffic for

all partitions cannot exactly be the same, a more realistic unbalance traffic factors,

uλ1
· · ·uλNP

, are used. For any partition (Pk), its traffic factor (uλk
) is expressed

as a percentage of the total traffic (λtotal). The choice of these traffic factors gives

the designer the flexibility to allow for some traffic variations between partitions.

Although these factors are application-dependent and no specific values could be

proposed for them, they should be carefully chosen. Very large factors produce
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completely unbalanced partitions, whereas no result might be obtained with zero

or very small factors. Using these traffic factors, the first constraint is expressed as

λk =
λtotal

NP

± uλk
· λtotal, ∀ 1 ≤ k ≤ NP (4.5)

The second constraint to be added to the FM optimization algorithm is to divide

the cores equally between partitions, i.e., N1 = · · · = NNP
= N/NP . This core-

balance constraint is to facilitate the floorplanning. Similar to our first constraint,

unbalance core factors, uN1
· · ·uNNP

, are used to allow for some variation between

the number of cores within partitions. For any partition (Pk), its core factor (uNk
)

represents the number of cores above or below the average number of cores for all

partitions. Using these core factors, the second constraint is expressed as

Nk =

⌊

N

NP

⌋

± uNk
, ∀ 1 ≤ k ≤ NP (4.6)

To this end, our ASNoC-FM optimization problem is formulated as

Minimize :

λinter =

NP
∑

k=1

λ̄k (4.7)

Subject to :

λk − (
1

NP

± uλk
) · λtotal = 0, ∀ 1 ≤ k ≤ NP (4.8)

and

Nk −
⌊

N

NP

⌋

± uNk
= 0, ∀ 1 ≤ k ≤ NP (4.9)

where N is the total number of cores in the application, Nk is the number of cores in a

specific partition (Pk), and NP is the number of partitions. uλk
and uNk

are the traffic

and core unbalance factors, respectively. λk and λ̄k are the intra-partition and the
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inter-partition traffic for partition (Pk), as expressed in (4.2) and (4.3), respectively.

Finally, λtotal and λinter are the total and the total inter-partition traffic, as expressed

in (4.1) and (4.4), respectively.

Our ASNoC-FM algorithm starts with an arbitrary division of cores between

partitions. Cores within any partition are then ranked according to the amount of

communication with other partitions. The core with the highest rank is then moved

to the partition with which it communicates the most. The move is only confirmed

and carried out if it reduces the inter-partition traffic according to (4.7) and meets the

constraints in (4.8) and (4.9). The ranking process is then repeated and the algorithm

continues with all other cores. ASNoC-FM finally produces the cores within each

partition corresponding to the minimum inter-partition traffic.

4.4 ASNoC Partitioning: Power, Area, and Delay Analysis

Applying network partitioning techniques on ASNoC affects different design variables,

like the number of ports per router, the number of links, and the average internode

distance. As a result, using network partitioning changes the values of ASNoC

cost and performance metrics. In this section, we analyze the impact of applying

network partitioning techniques on different ASNoC metrics. In general, network

partitioning always reduces the area, often reduces the power, sometimes reduces

the delay, and, unfortunately, always reduces the reliability1. The analysis in this

section considers only those metrics that are enhanced, or could be enhanced, by

applying network partitioning. Therefore, Subsections 4.4.1, 4.4.2, and 4.4.3 discuss

the enhancement, or the deterioration, that results from using network partitioning

techniques on ASNoC power consumption, area, and delay, respectively.

1Addressing the reliability degradation resulted from using network partitioning is left for the
future work.
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4.4.1 Power Analysis

The number of ports within a router constitutes the major factor of the router’s

power consumption. As previously shown in Table 3.1, the power of our output

queuing router increases significantly as the number of ports increases. For any flit

arrival rate, doubling the number of ports results in quadrupling the total router

power consumption. Moreover, routers with different configurations were studied

in [150, 165] and their power consumptions were proved to be dominated by the

number of ports as well. Therefore, power-wise, it is of great importance for any NoC

architecture to be generated with routers that have low number of ports.

Network partitioning results in reducing the number of ports for the routers em-

ployed to generate the on-chip network, which in turn reduces the power consumption

of the resultant NoC architecture. Furthermore, network partitioning reduces the

link power by reducing the total number of links within the generated architecture.

However, network partitioning increases the average internode distance taking some

traffic through longer routes. For any traffic trace, taking more hops results in

increasing the power consumption. Therefore, the partitioning outcomes with respect

to power consumption are indeed conflicting. Therefore, it is dependent on the

application whether partitioning results in reducing the overall power consumption

or not. By experimentation with many ASNoC benchmarks, as will be explained

in Subsection 4.6.1, the advantages of reducing the number of ports and links often

outperform the deterioration happened by increasing the average internode distance.

However, to avoid doing time-consuming routers power simulation and application

traffic routing and to mathematically decide on the system-level whether partitioning

will be power beneficial or not, we present a partitioning power factor (ηP ). Based on

the power equations in Chapter 3, the power factor is an approximation of the ratio of

the post-partitioning power consumption to the pre-partitioning one. The proposed
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power factor is proved by experimentation, as will be explained in Subsection 4.6.5,

to be a good approximation whether using partitioning results in reducing the overall

NoC power or not. The proposed partitioning power factor is represented as

ηP =
Ppartitioned

Punpartitioned

≈
pavgp

· µp + pavgp

pavgn
· µn + pavgn

(4.10)

where Ppartitioned and Punpartitioned are the total ASNoC power consumptions with and

without partitioning, respectively, according to (3.10). pavgp
and µp are the average

number of ports per router and the average internode distance when partitioning is

carried out. Similarly, pavgn
and µn are the average number of ports per router and the

average internode distance when partitioning is not carried out and all the nodes in

the application are realized with one large non-partitioned network. Consequently, if

the value of the partitioning power factor is less than 1, using network partitioning is

useful with respect to the power metric. In other words, the power saving by removing

ports and links using partitioning outperform the power rise by increasing the average

internode distance. In contrast, if ηP is greater than 1, the average internode distance

is more dominant for this application and partitioning will not result in any power

saving. Finally, the power factor could be used to approximate the amount of power

saving. Accordingly, the percentage power saving by using partitioning is represented

as

% Power Savings = 100 · (1 − ηP ) (4.11)

4.4.2 Area Analysis

The ever-increasing on-chip communication requirements for modern applications

force ASNoCs to replace ordinary shared buses. Nevertheless, ASNoC area is not

supposed to exceed 10% of the whole design area [3]. The area of on-chip networks is
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mainly determined by routers area [134]. Moreover, from the implementation results

of our output queuing routers, we found that ports with their buffers constitute the

major percentage of any router area. Similarly, the areas of routers with different

configurations were shown in [134] to be directly proportional to the number of ports

as well. Therefore, the less the number of ports for routers used in generating the

architecture, the lower the ASNoC area.

Network partitioning divides a large network into smaller partitions connected

together. Smaller partitions require routers with less number of ports than those

used in a single unpartitioned network. As a result, partitioning reduces ASNoC

router area. Moreover, using network partitioning also removes some of the links

and reduces ASNoC link area. Therefore, using network partitioning techniques in

generating ASNoC architecture guarantees a certain ratio of area reduction.

As an example on the area reduction resulting from using network partitioning,

Figure 4.1 shows a mesh implementation of a 16-node application before and after

partitioning. The two partitions are separated by the dotted line in Figure 4.1(b).

(The partitioning strategy is discussed in details in Section 4.3.) On one hand,

partitioning results in removing three links in this example. On the other hand,

Table 4.1 summarizes the total number of routers needed with different number of

ports before and after partitioning and the total ASNoC area. As a conclusion, using

network partitioning reduces the ASNoC area by 9.16% in this example.

Table 4.1: Number of routers and total area before and after partitioning of a 16-node
application, mapped onto mesh architecture, as shown in Figure 4.1.

5-port 4-port 3-port Total area
Router Router Router (µm2)

Before 4 8 4 1,634,400
partitioning
After 2 6 8 1,497,300
partitioning
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Circles represent routers and rectangles represent local processing cores.
Number in each circle represents the number of ports of the router in this node.

Figure 4.1: Mesh implementation of a 16-core application before and after partition-
ing.

As the number of nodes becomes larger, the number of links removed by

partitioning increases. By removing a link, the number of ports of the two routers

that were connected by this link decreases by one. Consequently, the router area

decreases in a nearly linear proportion with the number of ports removed. Therefore,

the more cores existing in the application, the more links removed by partitioning,

and the more routers area saved. As a result, partitioning becomes more useful in

reducing the area cost as the number of cores in the application increases.

4.4.3 Delay Analysis

The effect of using network partitioning on ASNoC delay represents a similar trade-off

like that of the power consumption. On one hand, partitioning reduces the routers

arbitration and propagation delays by reducing the number of ports. On the other

hand, the traffic from some nodes, other than those on the boundary, in a specific
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partition needs more hops to reach the destination nodes in other partitions. This

rise in the average internode distance increases the ASNoC delay. Accordingly, it is

first required to formulate the partitioning problem to minimize the traffic exchanged

between different partitions. This clarifies the reason of our selection of the FM

algorithm to build our partitioning methodology on it. This partitioning technique is

mainly used to minimize the inter-partition traffic. The advantages of using the FM

algorithm with ASNoC are threefold. First, it mitigates the effect of partitioning on

the average internode distance. Second, it avoids creating bottlenecks in the ASNoC

through inter-partition links. Third, it reduces the buffering required at those nodes

located at the boundary of partitions.

The trade-off between conflicting design variables makes the use of partitioning

an application-dependent with respect to the delay metric. Therefore, we propose

our partitioning delay factor (ηD) to approximately quantify the advantage, if any, of

using partitioning on ASNoC delay. Similar to the power factor, the partitioning delay

factor is based on the delay equations in Chapter 3 and decides quickly at the system-

level whether the use of partitioning with a specific application will be useful with

respect to the delay or not. It is proved by experimentation, as will be represented in

Subsection 4.6.5, to be a good approximation of the ratio between post-partitioning

and pre-partitioning delays. Our partitioning delay factor is represented as

ηD =
Dpartitioned

Dunpartitioned

≈
µp · (pavgp

+ log2pavgp
)

µn · (pavgn
+ log2pavgn

)
(4.12)

where Dpartitioned and Dunpartitioned are the overall ASNoC delay with and without

partitioning according to (3.14). pavgp
and µp are the average number of ports per

router and the average internode distance when partitioning is carried out. Similarly,

pavgn
and µn are the average number of ports per router and the average internode

distance when partitioning is not carried out and all the nodes in the application
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are realized with one large non-partitioned network. If the value of the partitioning

delay factor is less than 1, using network partitioning is delay useful. In other words,

the delay reduction by lowering the arbitration and propagation delays resulted from

reducing the number of ports per router outperforms the delay rise by increasing the

average internode distance. In contrast, if ηD is greater than 1, the average internode

distance is more dominant for this application and partitioning will not result in

any delay enhancement. Finally, the delay factor could be used to approximate the

amount of delay reduction. The percentage delay reduction by using partitioning is

represented as

% Delay Reduction = 100 · (1 − ηD) (4.13)

4.5 Methodology for Semi-Custom Architecture Generation

The proposed cost-efficient methodology for ASNoC semi-custom architecture gener-

ation using network partitioning is shown in Figure 4.2. The methodology consists

of seven main steps. In the first step, the supply voltage (Vdd), frequency of

operation (fop), the application core graph, and the targeted fabrication technology

are entered to the methodology. Moreover, the required number of partitions, the

standard architecture for each partition, and the mapping technique should also be

provided in the first step2. In the second step, the core graph is divided into smaller

partitions according to our ASNoC-FM algorithm. Other partitioning schemes could

also be used without loss of generality. Public partitioning software packages, like

Chaco [106] and PARMETIS [109] could be employed in this step. Simultaneously,

in the second step, an unpartitioned standard architecture is constructed. In the

third step, all application cores are mapped onto that unpartitioned architecture. In

2The optimum selection of the number of partitions is left for the future work.
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Partitioning

Input:
Supply voltage, frequency of operation, application core graph, fabrication technology,

 number of partitions, each partition architecture, and mapping technique

Start

Check power factor
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End

1

2
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6

7
Output:

 Semi-custom partitioned architecture
Output:

unpartitioned architecture

Constructing unpartitioned architecture

Mapping each partition cores onto its
architecture

3
Mapping all cores onto the unpartitioned

architecture

Constructing semi-custom partitioned
architecture

Calculating average number of ports per
router and average internode distance

Calculating average number of ports per
router and average internode distance

Figure 4.2: Proposed cost-efficient methodology for semi-custom architecture gener-
ation using network partitioning.

parallel, cores in each partition are also mapped onto the architecture corresponding

to that partition. Similar to the partitioning step, any mapping technique could be

used with our methodology. Nevertheless, NMAP is proved to outperform PMAP,

GMAP, and PBB in [133]. Moreover, NMAP is a general technique that could map

cores onto any architecture. In the fourth step, partitions are connected in a one-by-

one fashion to construct the whole semi-custom architecture for the application. To

establish the connection between any two partitions, cores in each partition are ranked

according to the amount of traffic exchanged with cores in the other partition. The
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router connected to the core with the highest rank is selected as the connecting node.

Similar to the previous two steps, other connection schemes maybe used to construct

a network of partitions. In the fifth step, the average number of ports per routers and

the average internode distance are calculated for the partitioned and unpartitioned

architectures. In the sixth step, the partitioning power factor is calculated according

to (4.10) to check for the usefulness of using network partitioning with respect to the

power of the application in-hand. As our methodology is proposed as a cost-efficient

one, we only consider the power factor. However, the delay factor could also be

included according to the design requirements and application needs. If the power

factor is less than 1, the partitioning is useful for the application and the partitioned

architecture is outputted in the seventh step. Nevertheless, if the factor is greater

than 1, partitioning only enhances the area not the power of that application and the

single unpartitioned architecture is outputted.

4.6 Experimental Results

The proposed methodology is applied to four of the real benchmark applications

shown in Figure 3.1: VOPD benchmark with 16 cores, 263DEC benchmark with 14

cores, MPEG-4 benchmark with 12 cores, and MWD benchmark with 9 cores. As

the number of cores in these benchmarks is not large, the number of partitions is

chosen to be two. NMAP is employed for the mapping and mesh architecture is used

for all partitions. The reason behind mesh selection is twofold. First, grid-based

architectures, like mesh, could be easily implemented inside chips. Second, most of

practical NoC implementations are achieved with the mesh architecture [6].
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4.6.1 Power Evaluation

In this subsection, we evaluate the efficiency of our methodology with respect to

the power metric. Therefore, the total power of the architecture resulting from

our partitioning-based methodology is compared to that of a standard unpartitioned

mesh architecture, mapped also by NMAP. Moreover, the power of the semi-custom

architecture generated by the long-range link insertion methodology, proposed in [75]

and discussed in Subsection 2.5.2, is also considered for the comparison. The three

architectures are represented throughout the comparison by NP, MSH, and LR,

respectively. Table 4.2 shows the results for the three architectures in absolute and

normalized values with respect to those of our methodology. Using our methodology,

ASNoC power is reduced by 9.38%, 1.86%, 6.34%, and 1.9% with respect to standard

architecture for the VOPD, 263DEC, MPEG-4, and MWD benchmarks, respectively.

Similarly, our architectures are more power efficient than those of the semi-custom

long-range methodology by 11.5%, 4.1%, and 6.46% for the VOPD, MPEG-4, and

MWD benchmarks, respectively. For the 263DEC benchmark, our methodology

results in the same power consumption like the semi-custom long-range one. Although

the two customization methodologies end up with the same power consumption, the

power reduction mechanism for both are different. Our methodology mainly reduces

the router power with a slight increase on the link power, whereas, the semi-custom

long-range methodology mainly reduces the link power with a slight increase on the

router power. The total power for both is the same, which is 1.86% less than that of a

standard mesh architeture. Finally, on average over the four benchmarks, the power of

the architecture resulted from our methodology is less than that of the standard mesh

architecture by 4.87% and that of the semi-custom long-range architecture by 5.52%.

These results show that our partitioning-based methodology often outperforms other

standard and custom architecture realization techniques with respect to the power
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metric. Moreover, as network partitioning certainly reduces the area cost of any

application, it is an efficient way to reduce the two ASNoC cost metrics: power and

area.

Table 4.2: Power comparison between different architectures for different benchmark
applications. (% is the percentage of the power with respect to that of the NP
architecture.)

Benchmark Architecture
NP MSH LR

Watts % Watts % Watts %

VOPD 0.2600 100.00 0.2844 109.38 0.2899 111.50
263DEC 1.2320 100.00 1.2549 101.86 1.2319 100.00
MPEG-4 0.5219 100.00 0.5550 106.34 0.5433 104.10
MWD 0.1733 100.00 0.1766 101.90 0.1845 106.46

Average 100.00 104.87 105.52

4.6.2 Area Evaluation

In this subsection, we evaluate the area reduction efficiency of our methodology.

Therefore, for each benchmark, we calculate the area of the architecture generated

by it and compare it to these of the standard mesh architecture and the semi-custom

long-range one. These results are shown in Table 4.3. Results are also normalized

with respect to those of our methodology. Using our methodology, ASNoC area is

reduced by 9.16%, 7.33%, 8.4%, and 12.04% with respect to standard architecture

and by 15.26%, 10.99%, 16.79%, and 24.07% with respect to semi-custom long-range

architecutre for the VOPD, 263DEC, MPEG-4, and MWD benchmarks, respectively.

On average over the four benchmarks, the area resulted from our methodology is

less than that of the standard mesh architecture by 9.23% and that of the semi-

custom long-range architecture by 16.78%. These results prove that our partitioning-

based methodology always outperforms other standard and semi-custom architecture

generation techniques with respect to the area metric.
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Table 4.3: Area comparison between different architectures for different benchmark
applications. (% is the percentage of the area with respect to that of the NP
architecture.)

Benchmark Architecture
NP MSH LR

µm2 % µm2 % µm2 %

VOPD 1,497,300 100.00 1,634,400 109.16 1,725,800 115.26
263DEC 1,247,300 100.00 1,338,700 107.33 1,384,400 110.99
MPEG-4 1,088,700 100.00 1,180,100 108.40 1,271,500 116.79
MWD 759,400 100.00 850,800 112.04 942,200 124.07

Average 100.00 109.23 116.78

4.6.3 Delay Evaluation

In this subsection, we evaluate the delay efficiency of our methodology. Therefore,

for each benchmark, the delays of our partitioning-based, standard mesh, and semi-

custom long-range architectures are calculated and included in Table 4.4. The delay

of the architectures generated by our methodology is found to be slightly better

than that of standard mesh architectures by 1.88%, 1.97%, and 1.79% for the VOPD,

263DEC, and MPEG-4 benchmarks, respectively. However, for the MWD benchmark,

the standard mesh architecture is more delay efficient than that generated by our

methodology by 4.53%. As previously explained in Subsection 4.4.3, the delay

enhancement resulted from our methodology is an application-dependent. For our

methodology to achieve some delay enhancement, the inter-partition traffic should be

low with respect to the total application traffic. Keeping the inter-partition traffic

low allows the gains in reducing the router arbitration and propagation delays to

overcome the deterioration happened by taking the inter-partition traffic through

long routes. In the literature, the traffic locality factor is used to express the ratio

of the intra-partition traffic to the total application traffic [166]. As the value of this

traffic locality factor goes close to 1, the traffic becomes highly localized and the effect
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of partitioning on the average internode distance becomes more insignificant. For the

MWD benchmark, unlike other benchmarks, this traffic locality factor is found to

be 0.784, which means that the inter-partition traffic is 21.6% of the total traffic.

This high inter-partition traffic explains why our partitioning-based methodology

could not achieve any delay enhancement for the MWD benchmark. In a nutshell,

our methodology is expected to enhance the delay only for those applications that

exhibit some tarffic locality. Finally, on average over the four benchmarks, the delay

resulted from the architecture generated by our methodology is 0.28% less than that

of the standard mesh architecture.

Table 4.4: Delay comparison between different architectures for different benchmark
applications. (% is the percentage of the delay with respect to that of the NP
architecture.)

Benchmark Architecture
NP MSH LR

µs % µs % µs %

VOPD 2.4400 100.00 2.4859 101.88 2.4113 98.82
263DEC 12.1600 100.00 12.3990 101.97 12.2350 100.62
MPEG-4 5.0140 100.00 5.1039 101.79 4.5934 91.61
MWD 1.6830 100.00 1.6067 95.47 1.5347 91.19

Average 100.00 100.28 95.56

The architectures generated by our methodology achieve some delay enhancement

over standard mesh architectures for three of the benchmarks. However, they could

not outperform those of the semi-custom long-range methodology, except for the

263DEC benchmark and by only 0.62%. The latter methodology is mainly proposed

to customize ASNoC architecture with respect to the delay. Therefore, it outperforms

our methodology by 1.18%, 8.39%, and 8.81% for the VOPD, MPEG-4, and the MWD

benchmarks, respectively. An analysis of the inter-partition traffic and the traffic

locality factor of the 263DEC benchmark explains why our methodology outperforms

the semi-custom long-range one. For this benchmark, the traffic locality factor is
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found to be 0.998, and hence, the inter-partition traffic constitutes only 0.25% of the

total traffic. Therefore, the advantages of reducing the arbitration and propagation

delays by our methodology dominate the overall delay and allow it to achieve a better

delay performance for this benchmark. Finally, on average over the four benchmarks,

the semi-custom long-range methodology outperforms ours by 4.44%.

The above delay discussion expresses a typical trade-off between performance and

cost. On one hand, our methodology is proposed as a cost-efficient one, and hence, it

enhances area and power costs more than the delay performance. On the other hand,

the semi-custom long-range methodology is a performance-efficient one, and hence, it

enhances the delay performance on the expense of more power and area costs of the

on-chip network.

4.6.4 Partitioning Scheme Evaluation

In this subsection, we verify the efficiency of using our partitioning technique, ASNoC-

FM, with on-chip networks. Therefore, Tables 4.5 and 4.6 compare the power and the

delay resulted from using it, respectively, with those of other partitioning schemes.

As all schemes result in approximately the same area reduction, area comparison

is not included in this subsection. From on hand, the table shows that ASNoC-

FM completely outperforms random and scattered partitioning schemes with respect

to both power and delay. On average over the four benchmarks, our technique is

75.36% and 37.09% more power-efficient than the scattered and random techniques,

respectively. It is also 68.35% and 34.44% more delay-efficient than the same two

techniques, respectively. On the other hand, ASNoC-FM is better than the spectral

scheme by 3.56% and 3.79% from the power and the delay prespectives, repsectively.

These results emphasize the efficiency of using ASNoC-FM with respect to on-chip

network power and delay.
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Table 4.5: Power comparison between different partitioning schemes for different
benchmark applications. (% is the percentage of the power with respect to that of
ASNoC-FM.)
Benchmark Partitioning Scheme

ASNoC-FM Scattered Random Spectral
Watts % Watts % Watts % Watts %

VOPD 0.2600 100.00 0.5675 218.27 0.3270 125.77 0.2600 100.00
263DEC 1.2320 100.00 2.5656 208.25 2.1050 170.86 1.3384 108.64
MPEG-4 0.5219 100.00 0.7930 151.94 0.5705 109.31 0.5226 100.13
MWD 0.1733 100.00 0.2131 122.97 0.2468 142.41 0.1828 105.48

Average 100.00 175.36 137.09 103.56

Table 4.6: Delay comparison between different partitioning schemes for different
benchmark applications. (% is the percentage of the delay with respect to that of
ASNoC-FM.)
Benchmark Partitioning Scheme

ASNoC-FM Scattered Random Spectral
µs % µs % µs % µs %

VOPD 2.440 100.00 5.210 213.52 3.154 129.27 2.440 100.00
263DEC 12.160 100.00 24.262 199.52 19.790 162.75 13.011 107.00
MPEG-4 5.014 100.00 6.933 138.27 5.151 102.73 5.073 101.17
MWD 1.683 100.00 2.055 122.09 2.407 143.01 1.800 106.98

Average 100.00 168.35 134.44 103.79

Tables 4.5 and 4.6 also show that the power and the delay resulted from

partitioning techniques other than ASNoC-FM are worse than those of the standard

unpartitioned mesh architecture, shown in Tables 4.2 and 4.4, respectively. This

clarifies that the advantages of using network partitioning with ASNoC is completely

dominated by the best selection of the employed partitioning technique. It further

emphasizes the efficiency of using ASNoC-FM in enhancing ASNoC power and delay.
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4.6.5 Power and Delay Factors Evaluation

In this subsection, we evaluate the accuracy of our power and delay factors represented

in (4.10) and (4.12), respectively. These factors are used to approximate the ratios of

the partitioned power and delay to the unpartitioned ones, respectively. Therefore,

in this subsection, we compare the values of these factors to the exact power and

delay ratios. For the four benchmarks, Table 4.7 shows the percentage error of the

two factors. The table clarifies that the error resulted from using our approximated

factors never exceeds 4%. On average over the four benchmarks, the percentage error

of our power factor is 2.13% and of our delay factor is 2.88%. However, the use of

these factors saves a large amount of the architecture generation time. This is the time

corresponding to simulate the router library, derive the power constants, and route all

packets from sources to destinations. Accordingly, as the architecture generation time

is a crucial factor for ASNoC, the use of these factors is indeed very helpfull in quickly

evaluating the efficiency of using partitioning for ASNoC architecture generation.

Table 4.7: Percentage error of power and delay factors for different benchmark
applications.

Factor Percentage error (%)
Benchmark Average error

VOPD 263DEC MPEG-4 MWD
Power factor 0.077 3.56 2.08 2.8 2.13
Delay factor 3.93 3.47 3.79 0.32 2.88

4.7 Chapter Summary

This chapter proposed reducing power and area costs of ASNoC by using network

partitioning techniques. Smaller partitions require less number of ports and buffering,

which constitute the main sources of the on-chip power and area. The FM
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partitioning algorithm was adopted with modification to formulate the partitioning

problem. The effect of using network partitioning techniques on ASNoC power, area,

and delay was analyzed. Moreover, a methodology was presented, based on our

partitioning technique, for cost-efficient semi-custom ASNoC architecture generation.

The area reduction is guaranteed using our methodology. However, power and delay

enhancements are application-dependent. Therefore, we mathematically formulated

power and delay factors that allow the designer to quickly decide at the system-

level whether to use network partitioning or not. These factors were proved by

experimentation to be a good approximation of the exact power and delay ratios

between partitioned and unpartitioned architectures. Finally, our methodology was

evaluated through different benchmark applications with different number of cores.

Results proved that our partitioning-based methodology is an effective way to reduce

ASNoC power and area, especially for large applications that exhibit some sort of

traffic locality. This work has been published in brief in [16–18] and is submitted for

publication in full in [19].

In the next chapter, we present an optimization methodology for NoC full-

custom architectures. The methodology uses GA to completely optimize the on-

chip network architecture according to the target application requirements. The

methodology is also a multi-objective one that considers power, area, delay, and

reliability, simultaneously.
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Chapter 5

A Multi-objective Optimization

Methodology of ASNoC Full-Custom

Architectures using GA

This chapter presents the third contribution of this dissertation. We propose a GA-

based optimization methodology to generate the best on-chip full-custom architecture

for any NoC application. The optimization could be carried out for single or multiple

metrics based on weight factors provided by the designer. Unlike previous full-

custom architecture generation techniques, the assumptions used for our methodology

allow it to generate the architecture in a reasonable time. Our methodology is

evaluated by applying it to different NoC benchmark applications, as case studies.

Results show that the architectures generated by our methodology outperform those

generated by previous techniques with respect to power, area, delay, reliability, and

the combination of the four metrics. Moreover, the methodology generates the

required full-custom architecture in multiple orders of magnitude faster than previous

generation techniques.

This chapter is organized as follows. Section 5.1 gives an introduction about
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the multi-objective architecture generation problem addressed in this chapter. The

assumptions of our methodology are presented in Section 5.2. Section 5.3 presents

our multi-objective GA-based solution for the full-custom architecture generation

problem. The section discusses in details our binary chromosome representation of

ASNoC full-custom architectures, the legality criteria of any generated architecture,

and the GA-based generation methodology. Section 5.4 presents some experimental

results for different NoC benchmarks to validate our work. Finally, Section 5.5

summarizes the chapter.

5.1 Introduction

For any NoC-based system, the on-chip network architecture significantly impacts

its cost and performance [70]. On the cost side, it is required to minimize the NoC

area and power consumption. On the performance side, it is required to minimize

the delay and maximize the reliability. However, performance requirements and cost

constraints are usually conflicting. For example, increasing the NoC reliability often

requires using more resources, which increases the NoC area and power consumption.

Accordingly, modern NoC research proposes different methodologies to fully optimize

on-chip network architectures according to the application requirements. However, to

the best of our knowledge, the work done so far customizes the NoC architecture for a

single metric, which is the most important for the application, assuming other metrics

as constraints [75, 80, 152, 154]. Unfortunately, optimizing for a single metric usually

affects the performance with respect to other metrics. Therefore, one challenging

problem is to optimize on-chip networks for more than one metric. That is to

decide which NoC architecture results in the maximum possible performance and

the minimum possible cost, simultaneously.

In this chapter, we present an architecture generation methodology to solve the
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above mentioned multi-objective optimization problem. More precisely, we employ

GA optimization to achieve the best full-custom architecture for any application

with respect to power, area, delay, and reliability, simultaneously. To achieve this

architecture, our methodology trades off many conflicting NoC design variables. The

most important of these variables are the number of ports per router, the number of

links, the mapping, the traffic traces routing, the average internode distance, the flit

arrival rate, and the probability of the traffic being affected by on-chip noise sources.

To this end, this chapter presents three main contributions:

1. Proposing a technique of representing any ASNoC full-custom architecture as

a GA binary chromosome,

2. Presenting a methodology for ASNoC full-custom architecture generation based

on the proposed GA chromosome representation, and

3. Evaluating the presented methodology by applying it onto different real

benchmark applications, as case studies.

5.2 Assumptions of the Generated Architectures

In this section, we present the assumptions of our methodology. The running time

is a crucial parameter for any optimization technique. Therefore, as previously

mentioned in Section 3.8, our methodology does not consider the trade-off between

all the design variables. Nevertheless, some of these variables are considered fixed

to allow the required ASNoC architecture to be generated as quickly as possible.

Moreover, these assumptions enable us to use more time-efficient data structures in

our optimization methodology, like matrices. Consequently, to ensure a low running

time of our methodology, we consider the following assumptions:
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1. The generated architecture is an indirect network [6] for which each node is

connected to only one router and each router has a maximum of one node

connected to it, i.e., each core has its own router (N = NR),

2. The buffer size for all the ports within routers are the same (8-flit buffers are

assumed in this chapter),

3. Each link consists of two channels for packet transmission and reception,

respectively. The channel width of all the links in the network is the same

and is equal to the flit size (8-bit flits are assumed in this chapter),

4. The application, with its traffic characteristics, is represented at any time by a

core graph, and

5. The lengths of all links are the same and allow for a single clock cycle data

transfer, i.e., no repeaters are required. This assumption might not hold in the

actual circuit-level floorplanning. However, it is still valid for the purpose of

system-level evaluation and comparison.

5.3 Full-Custom Architecture Generation using GA

This section discusses in details our multi-objective GA-based solution for the full-

custom architecture generation problem. Accordingly, Subsection 5.3.1 explains our

GA chromosome representation for any ASNoC full-custom architecture. Thereafter,

Subsection 5.3.2 discusses the legality criteria of the generated architectures by the

GA engine. Finally, Subsection 5.3.3 presents our GA-based methodology for ASNoC

full-custom architecture generation. The inputs to our methodology are the supply

voltage (Vdd), frequency of operation (fop), the application core graph, the targeted

fabrication technology, the optimization weight factors (γP , γA, γD, and γR), and
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the data resulted from analyzing the employed router library. Before running the

GA optimization, every router in the library is analyzed to find its area (ARi), its

power constants (kDp, kD, kLp, and kL), and its maximum allowable Flit Arrival Rate

(FARmax). FARmax is used to avoid any flit loss and to ensure that the generated

architecture does not violate the maximum allowable bandwidth for routers. Finally,

all routers in the library are checked to constitute the maximum allowable number of

ports per router (pmax). pmax is used to avoid generating an architecture with routers

that are not available in the designer library.

5.3.1 Binary Chromosome Representation of ASNoC Architectures

As explained in Section 2.4, applying GA requires representing different NoC

architectures in the form of chromosomes. In this chapter, our GA-based solution

represents these architectures as binary vectors. As shown in Figure 5.1, a vector is a

direct representation of the adjacency matrix (A) of that architecture. As we assume

bidirectional links (i.e., Aij = Aji), it is actually sufficient to use either the upper or

the lower triangle of the matrix. Therefore, the size of each vector is N · (N − 1)/2,

where N is the number of cores within the application.

The Matlab R© GA toolbox [167] is used in solving the optimization problem in

this chapter. Different selection, crossover, and mutation functions could be used

with our methodology. However, for the results presented in this chapter, the toolbox

is set to the following configurations:

• Creation function (Uniform): The initial population is created randomly with

a uniform distribution.

• Selection function (Stochastic uniform): Every individual has the same chance

of being selected. Although this selection function ignores the individual fitness,

it has been chosen because of its suitability for small population size [168].
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Figure 5.1: Example of a binary chromosome representation for 3 × 3 mesh
architecture.

• Crossover function (Scattered): Offspring genes are chosen randomly from the

two parents. Scattered crossover mixes the parents genes completely and allows

for evolving good individuals [169].

• Mutation function (Uniform): This is the only built-in function for binary

chromosomes in MatlabR©. Parents from the current generation are selected

randomly and some of their genes are flipped. The number of genes to be

flipped and their locations are chosen randomly as well.

5.3.2 Legality Criteria for Generated Architectures

Architectures are generated randomly by the GA engine. Therefore, in this

subsection, we present the legality criteria for any generated architecture. Any

architecture that fails to meet certain legality constraints is considered invalid. In

this chapter, a penalization technique is employed to prevent the survival of invalid

architectures from one generation to the next. Accordingly, the optimization objective

function (f), as represented in (3.23), is multiplied by an architecture legality factor
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(βl) to represent the overall fitness function of our GA-based solution. This factor

is 1 for any valid architecture, whereas a high legality factor is used for invalid

architectures to increase the overall values of their fitness functions. The exact value

of this legality factor should not be a problem as long as it is high enough to ensure

that the overall value of the fitness function of an invalid architecture is greater than

that of any valid one. This requires the designer to estimate the worst case objective

function value of valid architectures. If this value could not be estimated, a legality

factor of more than 100 is proved, by experimentation, to be sufficient enough. Finally,

the fitness function (F ) of our GA-based methodology is expressed as

F = f · βl (5.1)

This fitness function (F ) is used to evaluate different architectures. Any architecture

is considered valid (βl = 1) only if it meets the following constraints:

1. Number of Ports Per Router (PPR) constraint: This ensures that the

generated architecture does not include a router with a number of ports greater

than pmax, obtained from the router library analysis. Every row i in the

adjacency matrix (A) expresses the connection of the corresponding router i

to other routers in the architecture. Therefore, this constraint is formulated

mathematically as

(
N

∑

j=1

Aij) + 1 ≤ pmax, ∀(i = 1 to N) (5.2)

2. Traffic Continuity (TC) constraint: This ensures that there is a path in the

generated architecture between any two cores communicating with each other

in the core graph. Accordingly, for any traffic (λij), in the traffic distribution
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matrix, that is greater than zero, there should be a corresponding finite value

(cij) in the connectivity matrix, i.e.,

∀(λij > 0) ⇒ cij = finite (5.3)

3. Flit Arrival Rate (FAR) constraint: This ensures that the flit arrival

rate for any router in the generated architecture is less than its corresponding

FARmax, which is obtained from the router library analysis. Mathematically,

this constraint is formulated as

αfimax
≤ FARimax

, ∀(i = 1 to N) (5.4)

where αfimax
is the maximum flit arrival rate over all the ports of router

i. Different flit arrival rates are calculated in our GA-based methodology

by routing all the traffic through the generated architecture. As such, our

methodology considers possible shortest path routes to check the architecture

with respect to this FAR constraint.

5.3.3 Methodology for Full-Custom Architecture Generation

Figure 5.2 shows our methodology for full-custom architecture generation using GA.

Before running the GA engine, area and power analysis is carried out on the employed

router library to generate the required data for the GA optimization engine. This

analysis results in different routers area, power constants, and maximum possible

flit arrival rates. It also indicates the maximum usable number of ports per router.

The GA optimization starts, in the first step, by reading the inputs required by

the engine. Thereafter, the GA engine runs iteratively to find the best architecture

with respect to power, area, delay, and reliability. Each generation consists of 10
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Figure 5.2: Proposed methodology for full-custom architecture generation using GA.
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different chromosomes representing 10 different architectures. Every chromosome in

any generation is evaluated by steps 2-10 in the flowchart. In the second step, the

corresponding adjacency matrix of the chromosome is generated. The PPR constraint

is then checked in the third step according to (5.2). The connectivity matrix for any

architecture that passes the PPR constraint is generated in the fourth step by the

Dijkstra’s algorithm [162]. In the fifth step, the TC constraint is checked according

to (5.3). Consequently, packets are routed from all sources to all destinations in

the sixth step. Moreover, all input and output ports traffic is calculated for every

router in the architectures. Based on this traffic, the flit arrival rate for all the

ports is calculated in the seventh step. Consequently, the FAR constraint is checked

in the eighth step according to (5.4). In the ninth step, the power, area, delay,

and reliability of the architecture are calculated according to (3.10), (3.13), (3.14),

and (3.22), respectively. These values are then used in the tenth step to calculate

the GA fitness function according to (5.1). Any architecture that fails any of the

constraints is marked invalid to prevent it from surviving to the next generation.

In the eleventh step, once the exit criterion is satisfied, the GA engine generates

the best architecture. As this architecture is not guaranteed to be free of loops1,

the routing tables for all the routers in the architecture are generated to avoid any

deadlock. Finally, if the exist criterion is not satisfied and a new generation is to be

produced, the two architectures with the best fitness function are allowed to survive.

Additionally, four new architectures are generated by crossover. Parents are selected

randomly from the current generation and crossovered according to the employed

Matlab R© configurations, as mentioned in Subsection 5.3.1. Finally, the four remaining

architectures in each generation are produced by random mutation using the mutation

function mentioned in Subsection 5.3.1.

Different values for population, elitism, crossover, and mutation could be used

1Proposing a routing algorithm and adding deadlock-free constraints are left as future work.
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with our methodology. However, it is not recommended to use a high population

size. The convergence time is a key parameter for any optimization technique. High

population sizes were found to increase the required running time of the optimizer

significantly. For example, we tried using a population size of 100 chromosomes,

which, in average, results in triple the running time. This increase in the running

time is caused by two main reasons. First, the running time for the GA depends

on the population size and the calculations required for every architecture within

a generation. On one hand, using more architectures in each generation allows for

reaching the optimum quickly. On the other hand, every architecture requires time-

consuming calculations of its power, area, delay, reliability, and overall objective

function. The GA running time is found to be more proportional to these calculations

than to the number of architectures within a generation. In other words, the speedup

in the convergence time by using large population size is shadowed by the calculation

overhead for the architectures within this population. Second, for an N -core

application, it allows for up to 2N ·(N−1)/2 different architectures. Unfortunately, most

of these architectures are disconnected, and hence, they violate the TC constraint

and are invalid. Consequently, increasing the population size causes more invalid

architectures to be introduced every generation. This, in turn, causes the GA to

lose a significant amount of time calculating for invalid architectures rather than

converging to the optimum one.

5.4 Experimental Results

We apply our GA-based methodology on four of the real benchmark applications

shown in Figure 3.1: AV benchmark with 18 cores, VOPD benchmark with 16 cores,

MPEG-4 benchmark with 12 cores, and MWD benchmark with 9 cores. For every

benchmark, we use our GA-based methodology to generate five different architectures.
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These are the P architecture that is optimized solely for power (γP = 1, γA = γD =

γR = 0), the A architecture that is optimized solely for area (γA = 1, γP = γD = γR =

0), the D architecture that is optimized solely for delay (γD = 1, γA = γP = γR = 0),

the R architecture that is optimized solely for reliability (γR = 1, γA = γP = γD = 0),

and the F architecture that is optimized for the overall objective function (γP = γA =

γD = γR = 1). To better explain our findings, the following subsection discusses

how our methodology compromises between different design variables to generate the

best full-custom architecture. Thereafter, Subsection 5.4.2 presents a quantitative

analysis of the generated architectures with respect to different metrics considered in

this study. Finally, Subsection 5.4.3 evaluates the generation time of our GA-based

optimization methodology.

5.4.1 Generated Architectures Evaluation: Design Variables Perspective

In this subsection, we discuss the efficiency of our methodology in compromising

between different conflicting design variables. Therefore, for each benchmark, we

analyze its corresponding five generated architectures with respect to different design

variables discussed in Section 3.8. Consequently, this analysis shows how our

methodology manages to efficiently trade off different design variables related to each

of the five metrics: power, area, delay, reliability, and multi-objective function. For

example, Figure 5.3 shows the five generated architectures for the AV benchmark.

The core graph of the benchmark is shown in Figure 3.1(a). By analyzing the trade-

off in our experiments for the four benchmarks, we notice

1. For the P architecture, router power is proportional to the number of ports and

the flit arrival rate. Link power is proportional to the number of links and the

number of hops corresponding to each traffic trace. Accordingly, the GA needs

to keep the number of ports for each router as minimum as possible. Moreover,
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Figure 5.3: Optimized architectures for (a) Power, (b) Area, (c) Delay, (d) Reliability,
and (e) Multi-objective for the AV benchmark.

routing the traffic traces through the generated architecture should minimize

the flit arrival rate. Finally, traffic paths should be kept as short as possible

to minimize the link power. These three goals are conflicting. For example,

minimizing the number of ports results in higher flit arrival rate and longer

traffic paths. However, our GA methodology achieves the best trade-off between

these goals and generates the architecture with the minimum possible power.

This is realized by optimally minimizing the number of ports, the number of
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links, and by routing low traffic traces over longer paths of routers with low

traffic.

2. For the A architecture, we tried with both 90nm and 180nm technologies. For

both of them, routers area dominates links area. Moreover, router area is

directly proportional to the number of ports. Accordingly, the GA tries to

minimize the number of ports per each router. Many architectures result in the

same minimum area. The one in Figure 5.3(b) represents the minimum-delay

mapping of the cores onto what we might call a “line” architecture.

3. For the D architecture, there is a similar compromise to that for the P

architecture. On one side, it is required to minimize the number of ports to

minimize the arbitration delay. On the other side, traffic traces need more ports

to go through the shortest paths to minimize the links and routers propagation

delays. GA again achieves the best compromise between these conflicting goals.

Interestingly, traces with low traffic are optimally routed over longer paths and

through low traffic routers to minimize the overall NoC delay.

4. For the R architecture, maximizing the reliability requires that all traffic traces

are routed through the shortest paths to minimize the possibility of being

affected by the on-chip noise. Consequently, the generated architecture is just

a replica of the application core graph.

5. For the F architecture, our GA methodology trades off all cost and performance

metrics with their associated design variables to generate a multi-objective

optimized architecture. As a result, the generated architecture achieves the

best compromise between the number of ports per router, the number of links,

the mapping, the traffic traces routing, the average internode distance, the flit
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arrival rate, and the probability of the traffic being affected by on-chip noise

sources.

5.4.2 Generated Architectures Evaluation: Quantitative Perspective

In this subsection, we quantitatively evaluate the efficiency of our methodology. This

subsection also explains numerically the trade-off between different ASNoC metrics

for different NoC applications. Accordingly, Figures 5.4 to 5.7 show the power,

the area, the delay, the reliability, and the overall objective function for different

architectures resulted from different architecture generation techniques. P, A, D,

R, and F, represent the architectures optimized for power, area, delay, reliability,

and the four metrics together using our GA-based methodology, respectively. MSH

represents a standard mesh architecture with application cores mapped by the

NMAP algorithm [133]. Mesh is selected to represent standard architectures in the

comparison as it is shown in [70] to provide the best trade-off between different NoC

metrics. Similarly, NMAP is used for mapping because of its superior performance

over other mapping techniques, as shown in [133]. LR and NP are two architectures

produced by semi-custom generation techniques. More precisely, LR represents the

architecture generated by the long-range link insertion methodology presented in [75]

and discussed in Subsection 2.5.2. NP represents the architecture generated by our

network partitioning based methodology as presented in Chapter 4. The former

methodology customizes the architecture for the performance, whereas the latter aims

at reducing the NoC costs. We summarize our findings from these figures as follows:

1. All the architectures generated by our optimization-based methodology, except

for the A architecture, outperform standard and semi-custom architectures for

all the benchmarks,
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Figure 5.4: Power, area, delay, reliability, and overall objective function comparisons
of different architectures for the AV benchmark. (In sub-figure (e), values for A and
NP architectures are 238.94 and 540.28 W · µm2 · µs, respectively.)
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Figure 5.5: Power, area, delay, reliability, and overall objective function comparisons
of different architectures for the VOPD benchmark.
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Figure 5.6: Power, area, delay, reliability, and overall objective function comparisons
of different architectures for the MPEG-4 benchmark. (In sub-figure (e), the value
for the A architecture is 722.38 W · µm2 · µs.)
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Figure 5.7: Power, area, delay, reliability, and overall objective function comparisons
of different architectures for the MWD benchmark.
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2. Any single-metric optimized architecture outperforms other architectures for

that metric. However, this single-objective optimization causes a clear

deterioration in other metrics,

3. The A architecture specially gives bad results for any metric other than the

area. Certainly, the use of the minimal possible resources results in a bad NoC

performance,

4. The figures show a typical trade-off between performance metrics (delay and

reliability) and cost metrics (power and area). For example, the R architecture

always results in high power and area. Similarly, the P and A architectures

result in low reliability. As a matter of fact, increasing the reliability requires

using more resources, which affects the power and the area badly,

5. From the multi-objective perspective, the F architecture results in the best

trade-off between all metrics. This is followed by the D and the P architectures.

As our GA methodology compromises between more design variables to generate

these two architectures, they achieve better overall objective function than the R

and the A architecture. The A architecture is affected by the great deterioration

happened to its power, delay, and reliability. As a result, it sometimes scores

even worse than the standard and the semi-custom architectures.

To further quantify our results, Table 5.1 shows the percentage enhancement of

the F architecture over all other architectures for different metrics. The values in the

table are the average over the four benchmarks. Negative values indicate that the

corresponding architecture is better than the F architecture for the selected metric.

This is usually corresponding to the architecture that is solely optimized for this

metric. For example, power-wise, the F architecture is worse than the P architecture

by 2.5%, whereas it outperforms the A, D, R, MSH, LR, and NP architetures by
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16.5%, 6.4%, 12.2%, 24.6%, 26.2%, and 23.5%, respectively. Accordingly, from

multi-objective perspective, the last row shows that the F architecture is at least

89.3% better than previous architectures generation techniques. Furthermore, the last

column in the table represents the mean of these average values. For any metric, this

represents the percentage enhancement of the F architeture over all other architectures

over the four benchmarks. Accordingly, on average, the F architecture is better than

the other architectures by 13.4%, 10.6%, 10.1%, 16%, and 209.1% for the power, the

area, the delay, the reliability, and the overall objective function, respectively.

Table 5.1: Average percentage enhancement of the F architecture over other
architectures for the four benchmarks.

Metric Average enhancement (%)
Architecture Mean

P A D R MSH LR NP
Power -2.5 16.5 6.4 12.2 24.6 26.2 23.5 13.4
Area -2.4 -4.8 3.2 15.3 24.8 33.9 14.9 10.6
Delay 3.7 30.2 -1.0 1.6 15.8 9.7 20.7 10.1
Reliability 16.8 58.5 -3.9 -8.3 23.5 1.3 40.1 16.0
Overall objective 20.9 1080.3 4.6 22.4 162.0 89.3 293.5 209.1
function

Table 5.1 also shows a strong correlation between the two performance metrics:

delay and reliability. Architectures that are customized to lower the delay result in

high reliability, and vice versa. Furthermore, the D architecture outperforms the F

architecture for the reliability metric by 3.9%. Although the R architecture could

not outperform the F architecture for the delay metric, it is only 1.6% worse than it.

This could be explained by looking into the design variables that are included in both

delay and reliability optimizations. On one hand, all design variables, i.e., mapping,

traffic routing, and number of hops, which dominate the reliability optimization are

included in the delay optimization. Moreover, the F architecture is generated by

trading off more design variables than the D architecture. These are the variables
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corresponding to the power and the area metrics. Accordingly, this enables the D

architecture to outperform the F architecture with respect to the reliability. On

the other hand, some design variables that dominate the delay optimization, like the

number of ports per router, are not included in the reliability optimization. Therefore,

the R architecture could not outperform the F architecture with respect to the delay.

Finally, a similar correlation could by noticed from the table between the cost metrics:

power and area. The power optimization includes all the design variables required for

the area optimization. Consequently, the P architecture is more area-efficient than

the F architecture.

5.4.3 Generation Time Evaluation

In this subsection, we evaluate the efficiency of our methodology with respect to

the architecture generation time. For any optimization technique to be practically

valuable, the required architecture should be generated quickly and in a reasonable

time. Accordingly, Table 5.2 shows the average number of generations of our GA-

based methodology. Consequently, this indicates how many iterations the GA engine

goes through to converge to the optimum architecture. The number of generations

of any GA-based technique might differ from one trial to another based on the

random generation of the chromosomes. Therefore, for every architecture, we ran

the GA seven times. We further excluded the two trials with the maximum and

the minimum number of generations. We then averaged the remaining five trials.

The table shows that the number of generations required to produce any of the

five architectures is proportional to the number of cores within the benchmark.

Furthermore, for any benchmark application, the number of generations depends

on the number of design variables to compromise in between during the architecture

generation process. Therefore, for single-objective optimization, the generation of
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the P and the D architectures takes more longer than the A and the R architectures

because the former trades off more design variables than the latter.

Table 5.2: Average number of generations for our GA-based full-custom architecture
generation methodology.

Benchmark Average number of generations
P A D R F

AV (18 cores) 125 58 77 40 396
VOPD (16 cores) 108 46 58 11 300
MPEG-4 (12 cores) 49 21 25 12 201
MWD (9 cores) 47 7 16 8 114

The number of iteration is a platform-independent scheme to evaluate the

running time efficiency of different optimization techniques. However, previous full-

custom architecture generation techniques presented their running time in seconds.

Therefore, Table 5.3 shows the average running time of our GA-based methodology

corresponding to the average number of generations in Table 5.2. For our experiments,

we used a desktop computer with 3.6 GHz Intel Xeon CPU and 2.75 GB RAM.

Furthermore, the running time of two previous full-custom architecture optimization

techniques, discussed in Subsection 2.5.3, are also included in the table for applications

with the same number of cores. MILP is the mixed integer linear programming

technique presented in [152], whereas ISIS is the GA-based technique presented

in [153]. The table shows that the maximum execution time for our methodology,

for the F architecture of the AV benchmark, is 72.35 seconds. Accordingly, our

methodology outperforms previous optimization techniques with respect to the

running time complexity by multiple orders of magnitude. For example, the MILP

technique failed to converge to a solution within a time out period of 8 hours for three

of the benchmarks. Moreover, our methodology is at least 14 times faster than the

ISIS technique. This low running time complexity of our methodology makes it very

attractive for ASNoC full-custom architecture generation. We note here that a large
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amount of the execution time of our methodology is spent to generate the routing

tables. As a result, the timing complexity could be further enhanced by proposing

more elaborate adaptive routing strategies.

Table 5.3: Average execution time for different full-custom architecture optimization
techniques. (t.o.: time out of 8 hours.)

Benchmark Average execution time (seconds)
P A D R F MILP ISIS

AV (18 cores) 24.42 11.45 15.28 7.99 72.35 t.o. ≻1567
VOPD (16 cores) 20.03 8.63 10.79 2.43 58.23 t.o. 1564
MPEG-4 (12 cores) 9.23 4.09 4.77 2.63 30.27 t.o. 901
MWD (9 cores) 8.10 1.56 3.09 1.81 21.92 118 324

5.5 Chapter Summary

In this chapter, we presented a GA-based multi-objective methodology for ASNoC

full-custom architecture optimization. Our methodology considered four NoC metrics:

power, area, delay, and reliability, simultaneously. First, the assumptions behind

our methodology was presented. The GA-solution of the full-custom architecture

generation problem was then explained. The optimization could be carried out for

power, area, delay, reliability, or the four of them according to weight factors supplied

by the designer. Results showed that the proposed methodology is an efficient

way to compromise between different NoC metrics. The multi-objective optimized

architecture resulted from our methodology was found to be at least 89.3% better

than previous generation techniques. Finally, the execution time of our methodology

is at least 14 times faster than that of previous architecture optimization techniques.

This work has been published in brief in [20,21] and in full in [22].

In the next chapter, we present a GA-based multi-objective optimization

methodology for NoC standard architectures. The methodology selects the best
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standard architecture for any given application and optimally maps its cores onto

that architecture. The methodology is also used to carry out an application-specific

cost and performance evaluation of different NoC standard architectures.
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Chapter 6

A Multi-objective Optimization

Methodology of ASNoC Standard

Architectures using GA

This chapter presents the fourth contribution of this dissertation. We propose a

GA-based optimization methodology to generate the best on-chip standard archi-

tecture for any NoC application. Similar to the full-custom architecture generation

methodology presented in Chapter 5, the standard architecture optimization could

be carried out for single or multiple metrics based on weight factors provided

by the designer. The methodology presented in this chapter combines the best

selection of NoC standard architecture with the optimum mapping of application cores

onto that architecture. Our methodology is applied onto different NoC benchmark

applications, as case studies. For every benchmark, we use the optimum mapping

of our methodology to carry out fair cost and performance evaluations of different

NoC standard architectures. These evaluations results emphasize the application-

specific nature of NoC-based systems, and hence, the importance of our optimization

methodology. Finally, for all evaluation metrics, the results also show that the
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mapping achieved by our methodology outperforms those generated by previous

mapping techniques for all standard NoC architectures considered in this study.

This chapter is organized as follows. Section 6.1 gives an introduction about the

multi-objective standard architecture generation problem addressed in this chapter.

The assumptions of our methodology are presented in Section 6.2. Section 6.3 presents

our GA-based solution for the standard architecture generation problem. This

section discusses in details out integer chromosome representation of NoC standard

architectures, the legality criteria of any generated architecture, and the GA-based

generation methodology. Section 6.4 presents some experimental results for different

NoC benchmarks to validate our work. Finally, Section 6.5 summarizes the chapter.

6.1 Introduction

Standard architectures are still attractive to many NoC-based applications due

to three main advantages. First, different analysis and design techniques are

already presented for standard architectures that could be easily employed with

NoC. Second, many predefined routing algorithms could also be used with these

standard architectures. Third, the use of standard architectures ensures the regularity

of the underlying network, and hence, facilitates the implementation and the

floorplanning. To the best of our knowledge, the work presented so far for application-

specific customization of standard architectures could be categorized into two main

approaches. The first approach deals with the architectures selection and the core

mapping as two separate problems. As the two problems are tightly related, this

approach might be misleading. The second approach combines between architecture

selection and core mapping. However, the methodologies presented for this approach

were either single-objective, which results in significant deterioration with respect to

other metrics, or were built on heuristics, which could not guarantee the optimum
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on-chip network for the given application. Therefore, one challenge problem is to

customize the standard NoC architecture for any given application using multi-

objective optimization-based technique that combines between architecture selection

and application cores mapping onto that architecture.

In this chapter, we present an architecture generation methodology to solve the

above mentioned multi-objective optimization problem. More precisely, we employ

GA optimization to realize the best standard architecture for any application with

respect to power, area, delay, and reliability, simultaneously. Our methodology

combines both standard architecture selection and optimum core mapping onto that

architecture. To realize this optimum standard architecture, our methodology trades

off many conflicting NoC design variables. The most important of these variables

are the number of ports per router, the number of links, the number of routers, the

mapping, the average internode distance, the flit arrival rate, and the probability of

the traffic being affected by on-chip noise sources. To this end, this chapter presents

four main contributions:

1. Proposing a technique of representing any ASNoC standard architecture as a

GA integer chromosome,

2. Presenting a methodology for ASNoC standard architecture generation based

on the proposed GA chromosome representation,

3. Evaluating the presented methodology by applying it onto different real

benchmark applications, as case studies, and

4. Using the optimum mapping of the presented methodology to carry out a fair

application-specific cost and performance evaluations of different NoC standard

architectures.
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6.2 Assumptions of the Generated Architectures

In this section, we present the assumptions of our methodology. In this chapter,

we consider only the eight architectures shown in Figure 3.2. However, the same

used methodology could be applied for any other standard or custom architectures.

Moreover, as explained in Section 5.2, these assumptions consider some design

variables to be fixed for all architectures in order to allow for the generation of the

required architecture as quickly as possible. Consequently, to ensure this low running

time of our methodology, we consider the following assumptions:

1. The buffer size for all the ports within routers are the same (8-flit buffers are

assumed in this chapter),

2. Each link consists of two channels for packet transmission and reception,

respectively. The channel width of all the links in the network is the same

and is equal to the flit size (8-bit flits are assumed in this chapter),

3. The application, with its traffic characteristics, is represented at any time by a

core graph,

4. Deterministic shortest path routing is used, and

5. The length of all links is the same and allows for a single clock cycle data

transfer, i.e., no repeaters are required. This assumption might not hold in the

actual circuit-level floorplanning. However, it is still valid for the purpose of

system-level evaluation and comparison.
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6.3 Standard Architecture Generation using GA

This section discusses in details our multi-objective GA-based solution for the stan-

dard architecture optimization problem. Accordingly, Subsection 6.3.1 explains our

GA chromosome representation for any ASNoC standard architecture. Thereafter,

Subsection 6.3.2 discusses the legality criteria of any generated architecture by the

GA engine. Finally, Subsection 6.3.3 presents our GA-based methodology for ASNoC

standard architecture generation. The inputs to our methodology are the supply

voltage (Vdd), frequency of operation (fop), the application core graph, the targeted

fabrication technology, the optimization weight factors (γP , γA, γD, and γR), and the

data resulted from analyzing the employed router library. For every router in the

library, these are its area (ARi), its power constants (kDp, kD, kLp, and kL), and its

maximum allowable flit arrival rate (FARmax).

6.3.1 Integer Chromosome Representation of ASNoC Architectures

As explained in Section 2.4, applying GA requires representing different NoC

architectures in the form of chromosomes. In this chapter, our GA-based standard

optimization methodology represents these architectures as integer vectors. As shown

in Figure 6.1, the size of each vector is N + 1, where N is the number of cores

in the application. The first integer number is the architecture ID followed by N

numbers representing the position of every core in the architecture (i.e., the one-by-

one mapping of application cores onto different nodes of the architecture).

The Matlab R© GA toolbox [167] is used in solving the optimization problem

in this chapter. As previously explained in Subsection 5.3.1, we used the built-

in uniform creation function and the built-in stochastic uniform selection function.

However, using any of the built-in mutation or crossover functions in Matlab R© often

results in having repeated numbers through the mapping part of the newly generated
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Figure 6.1: Example of an integer chromosome representation for the MWD
benchmark with a random mapping onto 3 × 3 mesh architecture.

chromosome. This means that a core in the application is mapped onto two or more

nodes in the architecture. According to our chromosome representation, this should

not be allowed. One solution that we tried with this problem was to mark these

chromosomes as invalid. However, as the possibility of having valid chromosomes

using this solution is too low, it prevented the GA engine from converging into the

optimum architecture within a reasonable time. Therefore, in order to ensure the

convergence of our optimization methodology, we built our own special mutation and

crossover functions. First, for the chromosomes generated by mutation, half of them is

generated completely random. This is done to ensure introducing new architectures

to the optimizer. The second half is generated by swapping any two cores that

are selected randomly whether they are communicating together or not. Second,

Algorithm 1 represents our crossover function in details. The main idea behind this
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function is to bring communicating cores closer to each other, while maintaining

the build-in randomness of GA. The inputs to the function is the best chromosome

from the previous generation, the required number of chromosomes to be generated

by crossover, the number of cores within the application, and the traffic distribution

matrix. The function then goes in an iterative manner to generate a new chromosome

from the one generated in the previous iteration. The first chromosome is generated

from the best chromosome that is given as an input. Every iteration starts, in line 4,

by selecting a node in the architecture randomly, SelectedNode. Thereafter, in line 5,

the corresponding core that is mapped onto this node is identified, SelectedCore. In

lines 6-7, a core that is mapped onto one of the nodes adjacent to SelectedNode is

chosen randomly. This represents the first core to be swapped. Similarly, in line 8, the

second core to be swapped is chosen randomly from the cores that are communicating

with SelectedCore. Finally, the swapping of the two cores is carried out in line 9.

Algorithm 1 Crossover Function

Require: V is a vector representing the best chromosome of the previous generation
Require: nKids is the number of chromosomes generated by crossover
Require: N is the number of cores within the application
Require: ∆ is the application traffic distribution matrix
1: xoverKids(0) = V
2: Architecture = V (1)
3: for i = 1 to nkids do
4: SelectedNode = SelectRandomNode(N)
5: SelectedCore = xoverKids[i − 1, SourceNode + 1]
6: SwapNode1 = GetRandomAdjacentNode(N,Architecture, SelectedNode)
7: SwapCore1 = xoverKids[i − 1, SwapNode1 + 1]
8: SwapCore2 = GetRandomCommunicatingCore(SelectedCore,∆)
9: xoverKids(i) = Swap(xoverKids(i − 1), SwapCore1, SwapCore2)

10: end for
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6.3.2 Legality Criteria for Generated Architectures

Architectures are generated randomly by the GA engine. Therefore, in this

subsection, we present the legality criterion for any generated architecture. Any

architecture that fails to meet this legality constraint is considered invalid. Similar

to our custom architecture optimization methodology presented in chapter 5, the

optimization objective function (f) is multiplied by an architecture legality factor

(βl) to prevent the survival of invalid architectures from one generation to the next.

This factor is 1 for any valid architecture, whereas high legality factors are used for

invalid architectures to increase the overall values of their fitness functions. Therefore,

the fitness function (F) of our GA-based methodology is expressed as

F = f · βl (6.1)

The fitness function (F) is used to evaluate different architectures. Any architecture

is considered valid (βl = 1) only if it meets the flit arrival rate (FAR) constraint. This

constraint ensures that the flit arrival rate for any router in the generated architecture

is less than its corresponding FARmax, which is obtained from the router library

analysis. Mathematically, this constraint is formulated as

αfimax
≤ FARimax

, ∀(i = 1 to NR) (6.2)

where αfimax
is the maximum flit arrival rate over all the ports of router i. Different

flit arrival rates are calculated in our GA-based methodology by routing all the traffic

through the generated architecture according to the employed routing protocol.
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6.3.3 Methodology for Standard Architecture Generation

Figure 6.2 shows our methodology for standard architecture optimization using GA.

Before running our GA engine, area and power analysis is carried out on the employed

router library to generate the required data for the GA optimization engine. This

analysis results in different routers area, power constants, and maximum possible flit

arrival rates. The GA optimization starts, in the first step, by reading the inputs

required by the engine. Thereafter, the GA engine runs iteratively to find the best

architecture with respect to power, area, delay, and reliability. Each generation

consists of 20 different chromosomes representing 20 different architectures. Every

chromosome in any generation is evaluated by steps 2-7 in the flowchart. In the second

step, the connectivity matrix corresponding to the architecture of the chromosome is

generated. In the third step, packets are routed according to the routing scheme of

that architecture from all source cores to all destination cores. Moreover, all input

and output ports traffic is calculated for every router in the architectures. Based

on this traffic, the flit arrival rate for all the ports is calculated in the fourth step.

Consequently, the FAR constraint is checked in the fifth step according to (6.2). In the

sixth step, the power, area, delay, and reliability of the architecture are calculated

according to (3.10), (3.13), (3.14), and (3.22), respectively. These values are then

used in the seventh step to calculate the GA fitness function according to (6.1).

Any architecture that fails the FAR constraint is marked invalid to prevent it from

surviving to the next generation. In the eighth step, once the exit criterion is satisfied,

the GA engine generates the best architecture with the optimum mapping onto that

architecture. Finally, if the exist criterion is not satisfied and a new generation is to be

produced, the two architectures with the best fitness function are allowed to survive.

Moreover, nine new architectures are generated by crossover and the nine remaining

architectures in each generation are produced by random mutation. Different values
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Figure 6.2: Proposed methodology for standard architecture optimization using GA.
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for population, elitism, crossover, and mutation could be used with our methodology

as well.

6.4 Experimental Results

We apply our GA-based methodology on four of the real benchmark applications as

shown in Figure 3.1: AV benchmark with 18 cores, VOPD benchmark with 16 cores,

MPEG-4 benchmark with 12 cores, and MWD benchmark with 9 cores. For every

benchmark, we use our GA-based methodology to generate five different architectures.

These are the architecture that is optimized solely for power (γP = 1, γA = γD = γR =

0), the architecture that is optimized solely for area (γA = 1, γP = γD = γR = 0),

the architecture that is optimized solely for delay (γD = 1, γA = γP = γR = 0), the

architecture that is optimized solely for reliability (γR = 1, γA = γP = γD = 0),

and the architecture that is optimized for the overall objective function (γP = γA =

γD = γR = 1). To better explain our findings, the following subsection discusses

how our methodology selects the best application-specific standard architecture out

of those considered in this study. Moreover, it also presents quantitative evaluations

of different NoC standard architectures based on the optimum mapping onto these

architectures. Finally, Subsection 6.4.2 evaluates the optimum mapping achieved by

our methodology.

6.4.1 Selection and Evaluation of NoC Standard Architectures

The first objective of our methodology is to select the best standard architecture

for any given application. In this subsection, we emphasize the importance of

this goal from an application-specific perspective by comparing the architecture

selected by our GA-based methodology to all other architectures considered in

this study. Previous work in NoC standard architecture evaluations was mapping-
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independent and used synthetic traffics rather than real benchmark ones. Nonetheless,

comparisons presented in this subsection are application-specific and based on the

optimum mapping onto each architecture. It is worth mentioning that the area of

any architecture could be straightforwardly calculated without the need for running

the optimization methodology. However, the area affects the overall objective function

evaluation. Consequently, we include the area comparison in this subsection as well.

For the five evaluation metrics, Tables 6.1 to 6.5 summarize the results for the eight

standard architectures considered in this study1. In the following paragraphs, we

will discuss each of these tables in more details. In general, the architecture on

the first row of any table is the one selected by our methodology. For each metric,

the percentage of other architectures with respect to this best architecture is also

included in the tables. The tables first show that the best architecture with respect

to any metric is an application-dependent. For any metric, the best architecture is the

one that achieves the best trade-off between different design variables related to this

metric. Some of these variables are functions of the applications traffic. This clarifies

the importance of using an application-specific standard architecture realization

methodology with ASNoC-based systems. Furthermore, for all benchmarks, the

tables show very large variations between the cost and the performance of different

standard architectures. This further emphasizes the importance of our application-

specific standard architecture optimization methodology. Finally, from the tables, we

notice:

1. For the power metric, based on the benchmark, Table 6.1 shows that the 2-

ary 2-fly butterfly and the ring architectures achieve the lowest power cost.

Similar to our discussion in Subsection 5.4.1, the two architectures achieve this

low power by realizing the best trade-off between different conflicting design

1No polygon architecture is implemented for the MWD benchmark because it has odd number
of cores.
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variables. The most important of these variables are the number of port per

router, the number of links, the number of routers, the mapping, the average

internode distance, and the flit arrival rate. In contrast, the clos architecture has

the worst power cost. This is because of the large number of routers, links, and

ports per every router, which dominate other design variables and makes the clos

as the most power inefficient architecture. Finally, our results with respect to

power partially agree with previous evaluations of NoC standard architectures

in [70,145]. These evaluations did not consider the ring architecture, and hence,

they selected mesh and 2-ary 2-fly butterfly to be the most power efficient

architectures.

Table 6.1: Power comparison between different standard architectures for different
benchmark applications. (% is the percentage of the power with respect to that of
the best architecture.)

Benchmark
AV VOPD MPEG-4 MWD

Arch. % Arch. % Arch. % Arch. %
BFT22 100.00 RNG 100.00 RNG 100.00 RNG 100.00
BNT 100.72 BFT22 108.19 BFT22 105.99 MSH 106.92
RNG 101.15 MSH 112.90 MSH 108.95 BFT22 107.63
BFT23 102.93 PLG 119.87 PLG 111.52 BNT 108.47
MSH 109.35 BNT 120.28 BNT 116.51 BFT23 119.73
PLG 114.73 BFT23 136.62 TRS 128.81 TRS 130.34
TRS 133.30 TRS 143.19 BFT23 135.51 CLS 165.33
CLS 225.17 CLS 244.09 CLS 194.31

2. For the area metric, Table 6.2 shows that the binary tree architecture achieves

the lowest area cost. This is because of the low number of routers and number

of ports per each router of that architecture. In contrast, similar to the power

metric, the clos architecture lies on the bottom of all architectures because

of its high router and links areas. Finally, our results with respect to the

area metric partially agree with previous area evaluation of NoC standard
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architectures in [70]. This evaluation did not consider the binary tree nor the

ring architectures, and hence, it selected the 2-ary 2-fly butterfly to be the most

area efficient architecture.

Table 6.2: Area comparison between different standard architectures for different
benchmark applications. (% is the percentage of the area with respect to that of the
best architecture.)

Benchmark
AV VOPD MPEG-4 MWD

Arch. % Arch. % Arch. % Arch. %
BNT 100.00 BNT 100.00 BNT 100.00 BNT 100.00
BFT22 108.19 BFT22 109.40 BFT22 112.93 RNG 118.02
RNG 108.19 RNG 109.40 RNG 112.93 BFT22 131.04
MSH 139.42 MSH 140.86 MSH 139.98 MSH 140.66
PLG 139.42 PLG 140.86 PLG 145.43 TRS 185.95
TRS 170.58 TRS 172.41 TRS 177.94 BFT23 220.66
BFT23 182.18 BFT23 184.14 BFT23 190.04 CLS 244.30
CLS 326.46 CLS 298.45 CLS 242.94

3. For the delay metric, based on the benchmark, Table 6.3 shows that the 2-

ary 3-fly butterfly , the 2-ary 2-fly butterfly, and the mesh architectures has

the best delay. Compared to previous evaluations, this result emphasizes the

importance of evaluating different architectures according to the real benchmark

traffic and based on the optimum mapping. Previous mapping-independent

evaluations with synthetic traffic in [70, 144] selected the polygon to be the

most delay efficient architecture. However, our real application-specific delay

evaluation shows that the polygon is worse than the best architecture of different

benchmarks by 3.4% to 17.75%. In contrast, the clos and binary tree have the

worst delay over all architectures. On one hand, clos architecture allows the

traffic between any two cores to be exchanges in at most two hops. However,

the large number of ports for each router makes the arbitration delay very high.

This significantly increases the overall delay of the clos leaving it at the bottom
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of all architectures. On the other hand, the binary tree has a low arbitration

delay. However, the large average internode distance increases the overall delay

making the binary tree from the worst architectures with respect to the delay

metric. In a nutshell, the performance of any architecture with respect to any

metric depends on how much compromise does this architecture achieve between

all the design variables related to this metric.

Table 6.3: Delay comparison between different standard architectures for different
benchmark applications. (% is the percentage of the delay with respect to that of the
best architecture.)

Benchmark
AV VOPD MPEG-4 MWD

Arch. % Arch. % Arch. % Arch. %
BFT23 100.00 BFT22 100.00 MSH 100.00 MSH 100.00
BFT22 103.41 RNG 103.40 BFT22 100.91 BFT22 102.68
BNT 114.02 MSH 108.56 PLG 103.30 RNG 103.90
MSH 116.79 PLG 108.56 RNG 105.88 TRS 104.85
RNG 117.35 TRS 115.23 TRS 106.04 BFT23 106.07
PLG 117.75 BFT23 121.76 BFT23 124.17 CLS 112.96
TRS 121.31 BNT 125.38 CLS 124.31 BNT 113.41
CLS 126.37 CLS 130.45 BNT 124.65

4. For the reliability metric, maximizing the reliability requires that all traffic

traces are routed through the shortest possible paths to minimize the possibility

of being affected by on-chip noise sources. Consequently, Table 6.4 shows that

clos and torus architectures result in the best reliability performance because

of their low average internode distances. In contrast, binary tree and ring

architectures take the traffic through long paths, and hence, they have the

worst reliability performance over all architectures.

5. For the overall multi-objective function, based on the benchmark, Table 6.5

shows that 2-ary 2-fly butterfly, mesh, and ring architectures achieve the best
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Table 6.4: Reliability comparison between different standard architectures for
different benchmark applications. (% is the percentage of the reliability with respect
to that of the best architecture.)

Benchmark
AV VOPD MPEG-4 MWD

Arch. % Arch. % Arch. % Arch. %
CLS 100.00 CLS 100.00 TRS 100.00 TRS 100.00
BFT23 76.24 TRS 94.34 MSH 93.11 CLS 95.78
BFT22 53.85 PLG 93.83 PLG 84.75 MSH 93.73
TRS 52.58 MSH 93.64 CLS 71.15 BFT22 80.60
MSH 46.68 BFT22 92.98 BFT22 62.68 BFT23 80.60
PLG 44.41 RNG 85.21 RNG 49.03 RNG 78.88
BNT 28.19 BFT23 58.88 BFT23 24.10 BNT 64.96
RNG 25.79 BNT 47.58 BNT 18.28

compromise between power, area, delay, and reliability. Consequently, they

realize the best trade-off between all design variables related to these metrics,

as discussed in Section 3.8. Furthermore, a specific architecture might perform

well for certain metrics; however, its multi-objective function might be worse

than others that perform moderately for all metrics. For example, the clos

architecture achieves the best reliability performance. Nevertheless, its high

power, area, and delay make it the worst over all architectures with respect to

the combination of the four metrics.

6.4.2 Core Mapping Evaluation

In this subsection, we quantify the mapping efficiency of the GA-based standard

architecture optimization methodology. For each of the eight architectures, we

compare the results generated by it to those of previous mapping techniques.

Accordingly, we use both NMAP and BMAP2 techniques to map benchmark cores

2BMAP could only be used with applications with N core, given that log
2
N = integer.
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Table 6.5: Overall objective function comparison between different standard archi-
tectures for different benchmark applications. (% is the percentage with respect to
the best architecture.)

Benchmark
AV VOPD MPEG-4 MWD

Arch. % Arch. % Arch. % Arch. %
BFT22 100.00 BFT22 100.00 MSH 100.00 RNG 100.00
BFT23 118.14 RNG 104.24 BFT22 110.20 MSH 103.26
MSH 193.22 MSH 146.73 PLG 112.83 BFT22 115.71
PLG 202.37 PLG 156.55 TRS 138.82 BNT 121.92
RNG 238.01 TRS 236.83 RNG 139.14 TRS 163.56
TRS 263.56 BNT 248.96 BNT 453.95 BFT23 223.81
BNT 322.55 BFT23 408.63 CLS 471.38 CLS 306.69
CLS 446.85 CLS 746.40 BFT23 757.89

onto these architectures. It is worth mentioning that NMAP was proved to outperform

PBB, PMAP, and GMAP in [133].

Figure 6.3 shows samples of our comparison results for the VOPD benchmark.

As area is not a function of the mapping, we do not include it into the figure.

For all the metrics, the figure shows that the GA-based methodology outperforms

other mapping techniques for all architectures. On average over all architectures,

the GA-based mapping is better than NMAP by 8.9%, 7.7%, 25.7%, and 49.1%

with respect to power, delay, reliability, and the overall multi-objective function,

respectively. Similarly, it outperforms BMAP by 5.4%, 4.2%, 12.3%, and 24.3% with

respect to the same four metrics, respectively. The figure also clarifies that NMAP is

more efficient than BMAP for grid-based (mesh and torus) and ring-based (ring and

polygon) architectures. Nevertheless, BMAP outperforms NMAP for all the metrics

for tree-based architectures.
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Figure 6.3: Comaprison between different mapping techniques for the VOPD
benchmark.

6.5 Chapter Summary

In this chapter, we presented a GA-based multi-objective methodology for NoC

standard architecture optimization. Our methodology considered four NoC metrics:

power, area, delay, and reliability, simultaneously. First, the assumptions behind our

methodology was presented. The GA-solution of the standard architecture generation

problem was then explained. The optimization could be carried out for power, area,

delay, reliability, or the four of them according to weight factors supplied by the

designer. Our methodology combined standard architecture selection and optimum
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core mapping onto that architecture. The mapping efficiency of the methodology was

evaluated by comparing the results from it to those of previous mapping techniques.

From multi-objective perspective, the mapping resulted from our methodology was

found to be at least 24.3% better than that of previous techniques. Moreover, for

different benchmarks, we used our methodology to carry out real application-specific

evaluations of different NoC standard architectures. Results showed that the proposed

methodology efficiently compromized between different NoC metrics. This work has

been published in brief in [23,24] and is submitted for publication in full in [25].
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Chapter 7

Conclusions and Future Work

The customization of on-chip network architectures lies at the heart of reducing the

cost and enhancing the performance of ASNoC-based systems. In this dissertation,

we proposed evaluation models and presented three methodologies to customize the

architecture of standard, semi-custom, and full-custom ASNoCs. The models were

proposed at the system-level to allow for an early design space exploration. Based

on these models, our methodologies automatically generate the best architecture

that is tailor-made for a specific application and satisfies the designer constraints.

Comparative analysis were carried out as a proof of concept to explain the significance

of our contributions. We believe that our contributions could help reducing the

cost and improving the performance of the underlying architectures for modern

communication-intensive SoC applications.

7.1 Summary

This section summarizes the research work presented in this dissertation. Currently in

the ASNoC research community, on-chip architectures are realized using one of three

generation techniques. These are through using pre-defined standard architectures,
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partially customizing the network architecture to enhance certain metrics, or fully

optimizing the network architecture to get the maximum possible performance with

the minimum possible cost. Each of these three techniques has its own advantages and

disadvantages with respect to the availability of design methodologies, the simplicity

of routing, the freedom of deadlock and livelock, the availability of generation

tools, the regularity of the underlying network, the simplicity of implementation and

floorpanning, the architecture generation time, the total fabrication and running-time

costs, and the overall performance. Throughout our dissertation, we did not advocate

any of these generation techniques. However, for each of the three techniques, we

presented a novel methodology to customize the underlying network architecture. The

three methodologies were proposed at the system-level to allow for a quick generation

of the required architecture and an early evaluation of different design alternatives.

Figure 7.1 gives an overall picture of this dissertation and illustrates the different

methodologies that were presented throughout this research work.

CH(3): EVALUATION MODELS

ASNoC Implementation

Using standard architecturesUsing semi-custom architectures Using full-custom architectures

CH(6)
Multi-objective standard
architecture optimization

using GA

CH(4)
Cost-efficient semi-custom

architecture generation
using network partitioning

CH(5)
Multi-objective full-custom
architecture optimization

using GA

Figure 7.1: Overall picture of the dissertation.

In the first part of the research work, presented in Chapter 3, we proposed two

system-level power and reliability evaluation models. The two models, with area and
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delay models employed from the literature, were then used throughout the remaining

chapters to evaluate the cost and performance of different ASNoC architectures.

In the second part of the research work, presented in Chapter 4, we proposed

a cost-efficient customization methodology for ASNoC semi-custom architectures.

The methodology is based on network partitioning techniques and proved useful in

reducing ASNoC area and power consumption for different ASNoC benchmarks.

In the third part of the research work, presented in Chapter 5, we proposed a

multi-objective optimization methodology for ASNoC full-custom architectures. The

methodology is based on GAs and proved useful in generating ASNoC full-custom

architectures with the lowest possible cost and the maximum possible performance,

simultaneously.

In the fourth part of the research work, presented in Chapter 6, we proposed

a multi-objective optimization methodology for ASNoC standard architectures. The

methodology is based on GAs and proved useful in selecting the best ASNoC standard

architecture and optimally mapping application cores onto that architecture.

7.2 Contributions

The contribution of this research work can be summarized as follows:

7.2.1 NoC Power and Reliability Models

For our first contribution, we proposed two models to evaluate NoC power con-

sumption and reliability, respectively. The power model is an analytical one that

represents the total power consumption in NoC routers and links. The reliability

model is a probabilistic one that measures how reliable the network is to transfer

packets successfully in the presence of noise. The two models were formulated at the

system-level to allow for an early design space exploration and a quick generation of
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the required NoC architecture. The power model has been published in brief in [11]

and in full in [12]. Moreover, the reliability model has been published in brief in [13]

and in full in [14].

7.2.2 Cost-Efficient Semi-Custom Architectures Generation using

Network Partitioning

For our second contribution, we proposed a novel power and area-aware generation

methodology for ASNoC semi-custom architectures using network partitioning tech-

niques. The partitioning problem was formulated and evaluated with respect to other

partitioning schemes. The effect of using network partitioning on ASNoC power, area,

and delay was then analyzed. Moreover, the efficiency of our methodology for any

application was formulated using power and delay factors. Finally, our methodology

was evaluated through different case studies of real ASNoC benchmarks. On average

over all the benchmarks, our methodology was found to be at least 4.87% more

power efficient and 9.23% more area efficient than previous architecture generation

techniques. This work has been published in brief in [16–18] and was submitted for

publication in full in [19].

7.2.3 Multi-objective Full-Custom Architectures Optimization using GA

For our third contribution, we proposed a novel multi-objective optimization method-

ology for ASNoC full-custom architectures using GA. The methodology considered

four ASNoC metrics: power, area, delay, and reliability. The importance of every

metrics for the optimization process could be controlled by the designer through

weight factors. Moreover, binary chromosome representation was used to describe

any ASNoC architecture. Finally, our methodology was evaluated through different

case studies of real ASNoC benchmarks. From multi-objective perspective, on average
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over all the benchmarks, our methodology was found to be at least 89.3% better than

previous generation techniques. Moreover, our methodology generated the required

ASNoC architecture at least 14 times faster than previous full-custom architecture

optimization techniques. This work has been published in brief in [20,21] and in full

in [22].

7.2.4 Multi-objective Standard Architectures Optimization using GA

For our fourth contribution, we proposed a novel multi-objective optimization

methodology for ASNoC standard architectures using GA. Integer chromosome

representation was used to describe any ASNoC standard architecture. The

methodology combined standard architecture selection and optimum core mapping of

application IPs onto that architecture. Our methodology was further used to carry out

application-specific evaluations of NoC standard architectures based on the optimum

mapping. The methodology was then evaluated through different case studies of real

ASNoC benchmarks. Results showed that our methodology selected the best standard

architecture out of all architectures considered in this study. Moreover, from multi-

objective perspective, on average over all architectures, the mapping generated by our

methodology was found to be at least 24.3% better than previous mapping techniques.

This work has been published in brief in [23, 24] and was submitted for publication

in full in [25].

7.3 Directions for Future Work

Although the results of our methodologies are very promising, we cannot claim

that the works in this dissertation will completely solve the ASNoC architecture

customization and optimization problem. Accordingly, we believe that our research

work can be extended along the following research directions.
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7.3.1 Enhancement of NoC Evaluation Models

The models presented in this dissertation proved useful in evaluating different ASNoC

metrics. However, they could still be enhanced by considering the following points:

• Power Model: Using our power model requires simulating the routers available

in the designer library once before running any of the generation methodologies

to find their areas and different power constants. This might be still a time

consuming step. Therefore, modeling router power without the need for a pre-

simulation step will help speed up the architecture generation process.

• Reliability Model: Our reliability model considered only the probability of the

packets being affected by on-chip noise, which is currently the most important

reliability degradation factor. However, on one side, including other sources of

faults in ASNoC, like stuck-at-faults and process variation, will further enhance

the model. On the other hand, we represented different sources of on-chip noise

using Gaussian distribution. Nevertheless, back annotation of physical synthesis

information into our system-level models could result in more accurate reliability

calculation.

7.3.2 Integration of More Design Variables

The work presented in this dissertation considered most of the important design

variables that dominate the ASNoC cost and performance. However, there are still

more variables that could be included onto our methodologies. Example of these

variables are the buffer size and the channel width. We believe that integrating

these variables onto the work presented in this dissertation would help improving the

ASNoC architecture generation process.
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7.3.3 Dynamic Reconfiguration of ASNoC Architectures

In recent years, Autonomous Networks-on-Chip (ANoC) started to become a hot

research area [170, 171]. The basic idea behind ANoCs is to dynamically reconfigure

the underlying network according to the running time conditions. One of the

main advantages of our methodologies is their low architecture generation time.

Accordingly, they are very promising methodologies for ANoCs. Nonetheless,

enhancing their execution time further would potentially make them more attractive

for ANoCs. One approach to enhance the execution time of our methodologies is to

try restoration techniques to ensure the legality of the generated chromosomes instead

of the penalization ones. Restoration techniques try to reconstruct any architecture

that fails the legality constraints instead of marking it as invalid. Therefore, they are

expected to further speed up our methodologies.

7.3.4 A Tool for Unified Architecture Generation

Currently, each of our methodologies could separately be employed to generate the

required ASNoC architecture. Moreover, for the semi-custom architecture generation

methodology, various standalone tools are used to carry out the partitioning and

the mapping steps. Therefore, we believe that combining all the methodologies in

an integrated ASNoC architecture generation suite will be of great importance for

ASNoC design and research communities.

7.3.5 Integration of System and Circuit-Level Methodologies

The increased complexity of modern SoC designs and the shorter time-to-market

mandated the use of system-level design methodologies. System-level abstraction

enabled designers to manage and to realize these complex systems within a rea-

sonable time frame. However, circuit-level methodologies are indeed more accurate.
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Therefore, for on-chip networks, integrating the system-level methodologies presented

in this dissertation with circuit-level ones is expected to achieve the best compromise

between productivity and accuracy for ASNoC-based systems.
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